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REGIMENTAL COLONEL’S NOTES
Our Hallowe’en dinner was my
first as your Colonel and it completed
my probationary year holding this
considerable honour. Thank you for
making every fibre of my being proud to
be a London Scot. Major General Sanders,
our Guest of Honour, wrote a wonderful
letter expressing his thanks as did my guest
and fellow TV broadcaster, Alastair Stewart.
Both were struck by the atmosphere of a
vibrant regimental family but one that must
never let up in recruiting and affirming our
serving company to keep the future strong.
Of course, the Pipes and Drums are our
heartbeat and remain the best in the world!
Church parade is always the most
evocative way to remember those who
have served before us. It was an enormous
privilege to see the whole regiment march
past on the way back to RHQ from the Kirk
and to know our Association had saluted
the Cenotaph for us all earlier. Whilst we
commemorated the past, we were able to
look to the future and welcome 2nd Lt Nick
Lindsay and 145 Detachment from South
West Army Cadet Force into the regiment
at a re-badging ceremony, our fourth
London Scottish Cadet unit. My thanks
to Nick , Colonel Simon Chapman, and
the Regimental Office, who have worked
to achieve this. The team that Billy and

At Hallowe’en with Alastair Stewart and Honarary Colonel Lord Robertson
Jan Brett led to provide us all with such a
magnificent tea, deserve our thanks for
their outstanding contribution to this
important regimental day.
I will be in the USA in the run up to
Christmas, talking to the Americans
about Downton Abbey, and so may I take
this opportunity to wish you all a Merry
Christmas with those you love, and a very
Happy New Year. Next year, we must do
more to support the Serving Company

Taking a dram with the Pipes and Drums before the march to Pont Street
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in whatever way we can to encourage
recruitment and make sure all in uniform
are unendingly challenged, excited and
proud to be in the London Scottish. I think
you all know that I am!

OC’S NOTES
The period I write upon covers the
four months from August to November
inclusively. At the very start of this period,
I just returned from the Combined Arms
Tactical Awareness Course (CATAC) down
at the Land Warfare Centre, Warminster.
This had been an excellent three weeks
of training for teething army Majors who
are currently, or about to become, sub-unit
commanders. Two weeks of preparation
lead up to a four-day battlegroup exercise
with 300 soldiers (two light role Infantry
Companies, a Company of Armoured
Infantry in Warrior and a Squadron of
Challenger 2 tanks) operating across
Salisbury Plain. Pretty impressive stuff!
And so, it always seems apt to kick off
with some introductions. In the last period,
we welcomed CSgt Gareth Evans who
joined us as Recruiting Sub Unit Support
Officer (RSUSO) from the Welsh Guards.
CSgt Evans took up this newly created FTRS
post to help lead on the recruiting for both
A (London Scottish) Company and C (City

of London Fusiliers) Company. This is a
vital role and he has made enormous strides
with this already. Secondly, we welcomed
Capt Yam Pun who joined A Company as
the Permanent Staff Administration Officer
(PSAO). The PSAO is a critical role for any
reserves company and this has been gapped
since Capt Andy Haines departed last
November. Capt Pun brought with him a
wealth of experience from a career with the
Gurkhas and has already made an excellent
impression over the last few months in role.
More recently, we have made changes
to the command teams of both Platoons.
In 1 Platoon, the Platoon Commander 2Lt
Kaj Scarbsrook recently started a one year
Leave Of Absence enforced by the start
of his pupillage (no conflict of interest
is allowable during the final stage of the
route to qualification at the Bar). He is
replaced by 2Lt Matthew Williams who only
commissioned from RMAS in September
and has done a sterling job as Platoon
Commander in his few weeks in post. There

has also been a change of Platoon Sergeant,
with Sgt Gary Cue moving back to 2 Platoon
as Mortars Section Commander (Catford
is much closer to his home), and being
replaced by Sgt Herbert Sebukima. Sgt
Sebukima transfers over from the Signals
Platoon in the old HQ Company (now D
Company) and is already proving to be an
enormous asset to the company.
In 2 Platoon there have also been changes,
with Capt Piers Wickman stepping off from
Platoon Commander where he has most
notably played a key role in the planning
of the successful Mortars Cadre and hands
over the platoon is good health to Capt
Adam Greenwood who has been shadowing
him for the last twelve months.
I’m sure you will join me in welcoming
the new starters to A Company and the
broader London Scottish family, and wish
them, and those departing, luck in their
new roles.
At the start of this training year, I put
out direction for a slight change to our

Strike Sure.
Bridardier Alastair Bruce
Regimental Colonel
The London Scottish

The Serving Company at Church Parade
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MAIN EFFORT. Last year, my MAIN
EFFORT was RETENTION: Retention
of the troops that did not deploy on OP
TOSCA; retention of the recruits who
had yet to be attested and were sitting in a
slow recruitment process; and retention of
those troops returning from OP TOSCA.
I am pleased that this has worked well,
but we have spent the last few months
switching our attention to RECRUITING
to start growing our numbers in line with
the ‘Future Reserves 20 (FR20)’ targets.
With that in mind, I have continued to
support the Recruiting & Recruit Training
Team (RRTT), comprising CSgt Evans
(RSUSO), Sgt Oyalegan, LCpl Dingley
and Cpl Parsons. This has had the desired
effect of giving further focus to our MAIN
EFFORT. The focus areas are three-fold.
Firstly, for recruiting for 1 Platoon, the
focus has been on those working in Central
London. Secondly, for 2 Platoon, the focus
has been on those living in SE London.
And thirdly, we have started to foster
links with the University Officer Training
Corps (UOTCs), particularly London,
in order that we can better introduce the
opportunity of a career as a soldier in
A Company, not just the commissioned
route. With several familiar faces over at
ULOTC, including London Scots Capt
d’Inverno and Sgt Anderson, we are aiming
to forge these ties further over the coming
months.
Once a soldier does commence his
recruit training, we will be able to better
keep tabs on them as in August the
Battalion Recruit Training Wing moved
from Clapham Junction to Horseferry
Road, under the command of another
London Jock, Capt Charlie Gilmore. I see
this as a real plus because as well as keeping
us close to the pipeline of recruits, it also
opens up the opportunity for some shared
training with 1 Platoon, and also adds
more numbers to the bar after training!
Another change I had put into place is
the reinvigoration of the ‘First Tuesday’
principle, which we put into place in the
Summer. First Tuesdays have always been
a chance for Association members to meet
up in the Queen Elizabeth Room bar, but I
wanted to amplify this to better foster the
links between the Association and serving
company. And so, we have had pipes for the
first and final parade, officers in barrack
dress, head dresses handed out for new
recruits (including Ptes Carr, Orlowski
and Healey-Render this year) and food
served in the bar after final parade. This
has worked particularly well and so I fully
intend to continue it going forward and so
invite anyone who wishes to come down
and visit the company to do so on a First

1 PLATOON UPDATE

Pte Keen being presented with ‘ The Best Dressed Highlander Award’ at Church
Parade
Tuesday.
Training has continued to be busy and
varied. Under the watchful eye of CSgt
(SPSI) Steele, 2 Platoon have been running
a Mortar Cadre which has been the focus for
all Wednesday night and weekend training
and culminated in live firing serials on
the Annual Training Period in Otterburn.
Although slightly less glamorous than last
year’s OTX (Overseas Exercise) in Italy, it did
include a broad variety of core, challenging
training, building on the preceding training
weekends. It also included training with
Toronto Scottish troops who had made the
trip over and the return leg of a US Army
Reserve Exchange programme.
Further afield, Cpl Keyzer and Pte
Russenberger have safely returned from
their deployment in Cyprus with 3 SCOTS
and both have upheld our good reputation
excellently.
In October, three A Company soldiers
deployed on exercise with the Coldstream
Guards to Belize – further evidence of the
super training opportunities that frequently
come our way from the rest of the Guards
Division.
Also in October, I travelled to Toronto
with 20 LONDONS soldiers, including three
London Scots, to help celebrate the centenary
of our Sister Regiment, the Toronto Scots
with the Earl of Wessex. It was also a chance
for them to be presented with their battle
honours for their service in Afghanistan. We
then undertook a five-day training package,
including weapon training on their Colt C7
rifle, the Canadian marksmanship test on
the ranges and finally room clearance drills
with simunition. It was great to be with
our Sister Regiment with whom we share a
special relationship, and as ever they hosted
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us impeccably. Importantly, we flew back in
time for the Rugby World Cup Final and our
101st Hallowe’en dinner. It was an excellent
evening and I was delighted that MajorGeneral, GOC 3 (UK) Mech Div, was able
to present Cpl Andy Parsons with his welldeserved promotion. Also that evening, the
Honorary Regimental Colonel presented
the Messines Award to LCpl Dingley, for
selfless commitment to the Company, and
the Macdonald Trophy to LCpl Morton for
Junior Leadership.
And so, right up to the present and we
had our Church Parade on Remembrance
Sunday, where 150 of the London Scottish
Regimental family – pipers, drummers,
officers, soldiers, veterans and cadets
– marched from our headquarters in
Westminster to church in Knightsbridge.
And just one week later the London Scottish
marched along with the rest of the London
Regiment in the 800th Lord Mayor’s Show
- the world’s largest unrehearsed parade.
It’s a great day in front of the public, and
I can assure you it is truly exhilarating to
march through the streets of London with
bayonets fixed and swords drawn, behind
40 pipers and drummers.
And so, as you can see it has been another
busy period. However, there shows no sign
of this changing in the months ahead.
The focus has shifted slightly though and
so recruiting will be at the forefront of
everything we do for the rest of the training
year.
STRIKE SURE
Major N J Storey
Officer Commanding
A (London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

As a recent graduate I decided to
travel the world - got your attention! No,
instead I decided to use my summer to
complete the new revamped eight week
Reserve Commissioning Course.
I had a job lined up in London but
really wanted to get involved some
fantastic training with the Army and
with a type A unit in London. With such
a warm welcome from the Londons and
the London Scottish I made a quick
decision about who to join.
Since the brief hand over eight weeks
ago I have been getting up to speed with
the tasks at hand. I have tried to throw
myself at the role as much time allows and
have been getting to know all the troops
and getting to know their ambitions. My
main effort has been establishing the
passage of information, ensuring that the
troops can get involved in as many of the
amazing training events as possible.
The culture at the London Scottish is
certainly something very special with a
great selection of Officers and Soldiers
and a fantastic body of association

members giving the regiment a very
family feeling. Along with a great
selection of ceremonial and social events
also help to give the regiment a very
special feeling.
My highlight has to date has to be the
Remembrance Parade. Parading through
the city of Westminster in full number
two’s with special regimental dress to
remember the fallen and represent the
Army at large was a fantastic privilege.
Looking forward there are some
fantastic training events on the calendar
and I am particularly excited about
continuing to work with the Platoon
Sergeant and next term taking the
platoon into the field. In the meantime
I look forward to a bit of AT Skiing this
January before heading over to Brecon
for the Platoon Commander’s Battle
Course.
STRIKE SURE
Second Lieutenant MJ Williams
1 Platoon Commander,
A (London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

2nd Lt Williams on his pass out from
Sandhurst

Sgt Oyalegan hands over 1 Platoon to new platoon commander 2nd Lt Williams and new platoon sergeant Sgt Sebukima
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2 PLATOON UPDATE
2 Platoon has continued to develop
and strengthen its position as a mortar
platoon this year. Over a 6 month period
the majority of the platoon completed
their mortar numbers cadre, which
culminated in the platoon live firing in
Otterburn over ATP.
They completed a plethora of shoots
including day and night firing. The
platoon significantly developed their
battle fitness in the build up to ATP – the
platoon carried over 50kg each across
5 miles of arduous terrain to establish
the mortar line. A wide range of other
infantry training has also been conducted
by the platoon including GPMG training
and weapon handling on the new Glock
pistols.
Pte Keen and LCpl Morton travelled
to Canada with other members of A
Company to train with the Toronto
Scottish Regiment. The Toronto Scottish
was celebrating 100 years since their
formation. A range of training was hosted
for the travelling Company including
live firing of Canadian Army weapons
and CQB (with paint rounds). There
was also the opportunity to watch the
Canadian Army play ice hockey and
visit a Colt weapon factory. A Canadian
Army ice hockey jersey is now proudly
displayed in the CATARC bar, adding to
our growing collection of memorabilia
which including items from the set of
Band of Brothers and countless berets
from Regiments across the world.
The platoon has continued to utilise
its sporting talent. Captain Greenwood

continues to lead the Regimental Football
team, which now has more players from
A Company than any other Company in
the Regiment. This year the Regiment
finished as runners up in the London
District Championship, after winning the
tournament in 2014. A match was also
played against the Corinthians Casual
(the highest ranked amateur team in the
country), an event that will become an
annual occasion. In other sports Sgt Miller
led a group to Germany to complete a
basic freefall parachute course and CSgt
Steele will be taking a group to France to
ski in the coming weeks. LCpl Morton
continues to go from success to success in
Kayaking, recently competing in the Army
Championships at Lee Valley.
The annual Hallowe’en dinner was well
attended by 2 Platoon and as always proved
to be a fantastic eventing for the Company.
It was followed by ceremonial duties
including the Lord Mayor’s Parade and
Remembrance Sunday. The Remembrance
weekend was particularly significant for 2
Platoon as we led the parade at Lewisham
with Pte Robertson laying a wreath at the
memorial alongside the Shadow Health
Secretary Heidi Alexandra.
The coming year will see a number of
mortar live fire weekends across a range
of training areas. The platoon will also
strengthen links with the London Scottish
Cadet units hosting a number of training
evenings at CATARC and by supporting a
Cadet competition.
Capt A M Greenwood
OC 2 Platoon

2 Platoon mortar firing

A COMPANY RECRUITING & MENTORING
The Recruiting and Mentoring team
was reformed earlier this year by the
Company Commander Major Storey
under the Regiment Sub-Unit Support
Officer (RSUSO) CSgt Evans and the team
now includes Sgt Oyalegan, Cpl Parsons
and LCpl Dingley.
It has been a busy time with two
recruiting events at Bromley supported by
the Coldstream Guards recruiting team,
another one in Croydon, Streatham, HAC
and a few other locations. There are other
recruiting events currently being planned
for early next year to get the Jocks in.

These recruiting events have been fruitful;
we now have three potential recruits in the
pre CIC phase of their training and seven
in the pre-attestation phase - that is ten in
the pipeline. The mentoring team has also
started engaging our recruits and preparing
them on Tuesday evenings for the selection
weekend. Some of the subjects we will
be covering include command tasks, icebreakers and fitness assessments. This will
ensure our recruits are well prepared for the
selection weekend and have a good chance
of passing through easily.
On passing their selection, they will go
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through their attestations and we will hand
them over to the Recruit Training Wing
now based at Horseferry road to go through
their Phase One training.
It is a busy time in recruiting as it is now
the main effort to get more people into the
Army.
Stay tuned until the next quarter, there
will be more to report in the exciting world
of recruiting and mentoring.
Yours Aye
Sgt Oyalegan
A Company Recruiting and Mentoring Team

Maj Mark Randall TD and Cpl Andy Parsons go back to the trenches
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THE LONDON REGIMENT ANNUAL TRAINING PERIOD 2015

The Recruiting team drum up interest during a late-summer event

Cpl Parsons and The Lady Mayoress of Merton at the Wimbledon Common Recruitment Day
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Whilst this year’s annual training
period did not take place in the overseas
setting of Canada, Cyprus or Italy as in
previous years, the jaw-dropping scenery
and un-characteristically warm weather
of Otterburn set the scene nicely for the
London Regiment ATP 2015.
The format of the two weeks was a
series of 3 cadres run consecutively in the
first week, followed by a live fire package
in the second week. These comprised of a
mortars cadre, run by A Company’s SPSI,
CSgt Steele, a GPMG cadre, and a patrols
cadre in the build-up to Ex Cambrian
patrol.
2 Pl showed up in force to put into
practice the skills and drills learnt on their
mortar cadre which has been running
since May this year, utilising Wednesday
training evenings and weekends to
maximise capability training. ATP marked
the culmination of that training with a
mortar numbers cadre, which comprised
of a four-day live fire package in the field.
Those in attendance were Capt Wickman,
Sgt Miller, LCpl Morton, Pte Keen, Pte
Robertson, Pte Lam and Pte Norris.
Having spent the same four days
on the adjoining GPMG range (albeit
half a kilometre apart), I witnessed the
impressive show of force displayed by 2
Pl, in the form of numerous HE, smoke
and illume rounds onto targets that we
ourselves were engaging on the GMPG
cadre. The coordinated fire demonstrated
the awesome capability of each weapon
system, and contextualised the numerous
previous field weekends of dry training
where the Platoon or Company was
assigned a hypothetical MFC, or a ‘Guns
Section’. The cadre provided a valuable
(and extremely enjoyable!) insight into
the capability of weapon systems that are
available at Platoon level, as well as the
tactics employable to assist Company level
operations, such as the GPMG sustained
fire role.
The third cadre, which was run by Lt
Burns from C Company, was attended
by Cpl Davey, Pte Churcher, Pte McColl
and Pte Gurung of 1 Platoon, all of
whom showed exceptional grit and
determination throughout the cadre.
The four-day course comprised of river
crossing drills, navigation and weapons
training, culminating in a gruelling nonstop tab with full combat equipment

On the gun line!

marching order. With the exception of
one injury, which was dealt with swiftly
and without further incident, the patrol
completed the 60km in around 36 hours
and were still smiling at the end of it!
After an ACMT on Saturday, and a Bn
smoker in the evening, where war-stories
were swapped from each cadre, we were
joined by a number of US national guard
soldiers with whom we had taken part in
an exchange over summer, as well as 2 x
platoon’s worth of soldiers and officers
from our sister unit, the Toronto Scottish
Regiment.
After a well-deserved day off to sample
the sights and sounds of Newcastle,
Monday saw all troops back in Bn
formation and ready to progress through
the live fire package. After completing
the ACMT immediately following the

completion of each cadre, everyone was
ready to move into the transition to live
fire tactical training phase. This included
a close-quarter battle range, an individual
battle skills range and a 2.5 km march and
shoot.
The following days comprised of fire
team up to section level attack lanes,
where the experience and enthusiasm of A
Company’s soldiers really shone through.
A particular mention goes to Pte McColl
who, having passed-out of CIC in June this
year, was the LMG gunner on every attack
lane, including the final dawn platoon
attack, who proved a capable and reliable
member of his section to get the rounds
down when suppression was required.
Another mention goes to both LCpl
Morton and Pte Keen, who were Section
Commander and Section 2IC respectively.
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Their teamwork and cooperative way
of working to get the job done was
commendable and no-doubt testament to
the strong bond forged through training
with 2 Pl.
The two-week training period was
challenging but enjoyable, testing but
necessary and above all testament to
the ability of the reserves. A Company
returned to Horseferry Road with 7
mortar numbers cadre trained soldiers
and 15 soldiers and officers ready and
waiting to train and deploy alongside their
regular counterparts, whenever that may
be required.
STRIKE SURE
Capt J R Barklem
Second In Command
A (London Scottish) Company
The London Regiment

Pte McColl providing fire support on the LMG

PIPES AND DRUMS
“You wait all day for a bus, and then
three come along at once!”
Given the recent flurry of activity for the
Pipes and Drums, it seemed appropriate to
open these ‘Band Notes’ with the old adage
above. However, as I have always thought
that a true entrepreneur takes an existing
idea and improves upon it, the following
quote from Sir Richard Branson, may be
even more apt:
“Business opportunities are like buses;
there’s always another one coming.”
Whether Band engagements are
comparable to buses or business
opportunities, this has been a very busy
period for the Ps&Ds, as the following
summary attempts to describe for your
enjoyment and enlightenment. It certainly
feels that three events have come along at
once, and that there is always another one
on the horizon!
ERRATUM
However, before our faithful reader
is brought up to date with the current
activities of the Ps&Ds, I must correct a
slight misnomer in the previous edition
of these ramblings, and, courtesy of P/M
John Spoore, elucidate you on the correct
terminology to be employed with regard
to the operational deployment of Pipe
Banners.
In the Band Notes in the previous edition
of the Gazette (see: August 2015, page 57), I
accompanied a photograph with the caption

“Colonel Richard Holliday displays his
pipe banner, being flown by Piper Tommy
Johnston”. However, John Spoore has very
kindly, and most diplomatically, pointed
out that pipe banners are always said to be
‘worn’. The convention being that flags,
ensigns, standards, pennants, burgees and
the like (as they are normally attached to a
fixed pole, post or Jack) are said to be ‘flown’
or are ‘flying’. Likewise, colours, guidons,
etc, are carried or displayed (normally
on a hand-held staff, lance or pike) so are
‘carried’. However, as pipe banners are
neither flown from a fixed post, nor hand
carried, they are thus said - as if part of the
uniform - to be ‘worn’.
So now you know, and I am extremely
grateful to John for both having the
perseverance to read my regular
outpourings and for also educating me as
to the correct nomenclature. All I can say
is that this brings a whole new dimension
to that regular question we all endure ….
“Is anything worn under the kilt???” From
now on, my standard response will be; “No
ma’am, and neither is anything flown or
carried!!”
LORIENT
Lorient Festival Interceltique is a
celebration of all things celtic from around
the world … music, dance, food, drink,
costume, etc. In 2015, the organisers had
decided that they wanted a significant
‘Scottish’ input, including a Massed Pipes
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& Drums and Highland Dancers. So, along
with an eclectic collection of other Pipe
Bands from around the UK, the Ps&Ds
were invited to participate and, probably
despite our better judgement, decided to
accept. The complete trip ran to twelve
days, and not having sufficient annual leave,
your humble correspondent declined the
Pipe Major’s kind invitation to attend. So,
our intrepid Overseas Editor, Piper Stuart
Nicholson, takes up the story:
The trip was on… 12 days in Lorient
which, in band trip terms, is an eternity
and this reporter, for one, was dreading the
impact that such an extended tour would
have on his 40-odd year old frame (talking
about the time in brogues of course). So,
a bulging suitcase was crammed with Full
Dress Uniform, civvie kilt, black jacket,
FAD shirt, white shirt, Regimental tie,
Haydn Cottam designed Hodden Grey ToS,
Army brogues, ghillie brogues, cleaning
materials, civvie sporran, civvie hose, civvie
flashes, etc, etc, whilst another case was full
of ‘out of uniform’ kit.
Our brothers (and sisters) in arms for the
trip were an assortment of our good friends
from the Tayforth, Aberdeen, Glasgow
and Edinburgh Universities Officers’
Training Corps, who had driven down in a
minibus during the day to make ready for
the 23.00hrs departure from 95 HFR. We
also had a couple of guest players from the
competition circuit of the Pipe Band world,
namely George Curd and Alex Fraser.

A quick bite to eat, a quick beer in the bar
and we then loaded ourselves onto the coach
with the luggage compartment jammed
to the rafters with cases, instruments,
pipe banners and the Pipe Major’s Surf
Board (yes, that’s correct, ‘surf ’ not ironing
board), and headed off on our merry way to
Plymouth to catch the 8-hour crossing over
to Rostok. The organiser for the Scottish
section of the festival was, logically enough,
based in Scotland, so decided in his wisdom
to arrange all the coaches from a coach
company north of the border, which was
fine for the Highland dancers and the two
civvie bands, as they were from Scotland,
but when a coach drives to London before
picking up passengers, there might be a
slight worry about permissible driving
hours. So we headed off into the August
night, winding our way through the streets
of London heading towards the M4 and our
passage South West. However, once on the
motorway it wasn’t long (about an hour)
before the driver had to take a break, so “off
the coach” we got and headed for a deserted
service station. “Back on the coach” we
got and drove off once more for the M4. A
short while later, yes you guessed it, another
break needed and another driver was to be
picked up… “Off the coach” to a service
station even more deserted than the first….
“Back on the coach” and back on the M4….
M5 and another break needed, “Back off the
coach” to a service station which was shut
and then a final “Back on the coach”.
Eventually the exotic Port of Plymouth
was reached and a couple more hours
of hanging around was endured, as the
incoming ferry was not even on the
horizon. The UK Border Agency passport
control officer was a bit concerned that the
coach appeared to be two combatants short
on the inventory, and we explained that
this was because two of our number – “The
Two Hamish’s” as they became collectively
known - Piper Hamish Young (my very own
band adopted nephew) and OTC Hamish
McGregor were going to meet us in Lorient,
as they were busking their way through
Europe! Problem resolved, we were then
allowed onboard the now waiting vessel
and prepared for the long sea voyage to our
gateway to mainland Europe …. Brittany.
We finally arrived at our ultimate
destination, High School Marie Le Franc
(which was to be the accommodation for
the duration of the trip), a shade less than
21 hours after leaving 95, and were pleased
to be met by ’The Two Hamish’s’ who had
made good time. After the usual hanging
around for a while, and just as we were just
about to enter the loitering stage, we were
introduced to the allocated chaperones for
our stay, two teachers who had given up
their school holidays to come and make sure

The Pipes and Drums at Church Parade
we were in the right place at the right time,
and who were also given the unenviable task
of distributing the various beer token tickets
that we were given throughout the day. As
is usual with any band trip which involves
chaperones, it doesn’t take them long to
understand our slightly eccentric ways,
(an example of this was that every day was
allegedly Piper Davey Stewart’s Birthday, so
every opportunity we got we would all start
singing to him, this would occasionally end
up with people buying him drinks and he
was even the recipient of a few ‘pecks on the
cheek’) so, before long, even our chaperones
would join in with the many renditions of
“Happy Birthday Dear Davey”….. Anyway,
after meeting our girls we then got ushered
to a different part of the campus to be issued
with our ‘festival wrist bands’, being cloth
bands that fasten round a wrist of your
choice and these ‘access all areas’ bands are
your tickets for all your food in the canteen,
your pass through the security at the
accommodation and your entrance fee into
all the music venues, so these wristbands
were - naturally - highly treasured for the 10
days we had left in Brittany.
The first job in any Ps&Ds trip is to have
a quick explore and locate the various places
that may be of use to a pipe band on tour,
so within no time at all we had located the
canteen, the pharmacy, the beer tents and
the quickest route to all of them, so with all
this new knowledge in place we were ready
to begin work…
Day 2: Happy Birthday Davey …
The main cause of stress for any band
trip is normally the rehearsal day, where
the term “too many chiefs” comes to

mind. The organisers want one thing,
the lighting man wants his bright ideas
used, the sound engineers want their ideas
heard (clever use of terms eh Nick!!) the
pipers want to tune their chanters and the
drummers want something else (normally
a sit down). Anyway, after a quick run
through on the usual cinders football pitch
we were reformed in the Football Stadium
(home to FC Lorient) which, even with
the one side covered by a huge screen, was
capable of holding approx. 40,000 people.
However, rather strangely, the whole of the
stadium floor was covered in white sheets,
with more lighting poking out of the floor
than all of London’s West End theatres put
together. So there we were, formed up as
a Massed Pipes & Drums in a semi-circle,
with Brittany’s August sunshine reflecting
off the white sheeting, giving us snow
blindness. Eventually, after many hours of
rehearsals reaching long into the night, we
were dismissed from duty and allowed off
into the festival to explore.
The Lorient Music Festival is centred
around the little harbour in the town and,
over the years, has grown immeasurably to
where it now attracts tens of thousands of
people every day, and is open from 9.00am
until about 3.00am with the most diverse
collection of all things celtic. There are a
number of areas which include bars, beer
tents, stages for live music, stalls selling food
or items from around the world including
the Scottish Area, the Irish Area, the
Cornwall Area, the Isle of Man area, etc in
which you could buy anything from fresh
Haggis to a toy Gaita set of pipes.
Day 3: Happy Birthday Davey ...
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Up bright and early from our billet on the
6th floor of the school, we found a local café
serving a decent breakfast, which became
the regular morning haunt for the Ps&Ds.
We were then shipped off for a parade from
Ecole Bisson down to the Scottish area
of the festival; with the first outing of our
newly pressed FAD shirts, we were ready for
anything the Breton sun could throw at us!
A short performance in the Scottish section
of the festival, and we were stood down until
that evening’s stadium performance.
French/Breton culture being what
it is, they have a tradition of not eating
until around 9.00pm, so none of the
stadium performances started until
10.15pm, and then normally carried on
until about 12.45am, depending on how
many renditions of ‘Highland Cathedral’
were required and how long the finale of
fireworks took. So, forming up beneath the
customary mock-up of Edinburgh Castle
(although not a wooden structure this time
- as is the usual European tradition - but
a huge projection on a screen), our Drum
Major (Nick Betteridge of the Aberdeen
OTC), led us out to ‘Scotland The Brave’
amidst the dry ice smoke barrier that had
been billowing its contents out onto the
arena floor for the past five minutes. It
was then that we realised that we couldn’t
see our feet, which also meant that we
couldn’t see the strategically placed floor
lighting and, more importantly, under the
white sheets had now been placed pieces of
wood, huge sound cables and possibly the
entire contents of Lorient’s refuse tips, as it
was treacherous underfoot to say the least.
However, on we marched, with no trip-ups,
and I’m happy to report that no injuries
were sustained.
Day 4: Happy Birthday Davey …
The fourth day of the trip was the kind
of day in which the Ps&Ds of The London
Scottish Regiment are seasoned veterans.
Another early start, and on to the coach to
take part in “The Grand Parade”. This is a
huge event for the Lorient Festival, as it gets
national TV coverage, and consists of an
almost four mile march through the town,
with the streets lined with cheering crowds
literally five deep. The Parade finishes at the
Stadium where the evening performances
were held. So, at 7.30am the Massed Ps&Ds
turn up at the parade starting point, in a
fishing port heavy with the aroma of not so
fresh fish, for a nice bit of quality hanging
around time until 9.00am. This was filled
by a visit to the local cafés where myself and
the Drum Major managed to completely
wipe out their stocks of croissants for our
hungry bandsmen. After a final bit of
hanging around, the parade started and off
we marched to ‘Cock o’the North’. To put it
into context for those familiar with how The

Lord Mayor’s Show works in London, where
every float, display or band is timed down
to the nano-second, the Lorient Festival is
nothing like that and the basic format is that
you march for a hundred yards and then the
band/dancers that are in front of you may
just decide to stop and have a short dance
in the street for a few minutes with no prior
warning therefore backing up the parade
for a mile behind. Anyway, it didn’t take us
long to use this to our advantage and stop
at regular intervals, form a circle, and play
a set to the assembled masses who wasted
no time in showing their appreciation.
With the Football Stadium finally in sight,
we were told to march into the arena,
form a circle and play approximately three
minutes of music for anyone there and to a
camera crew who were waiting for us. You
can imagine our surprise when, marching
in and becoming accustomed to the snow
blindness, we found 40,000 spectators
sitting in the stadium and the national TV
station filming!
Day 5: Happy Birthday Davey ...
After a later start, we were driven down
to Espace Marine which was a very large
marquee by the docks, filled with row upon
row of chairs. This was to be the venue in
which that 1980’s band Simple Minds would
be playing a couple of days later. Down by
the waterside, we had a great view of the
disused German submarine pens from
WW2, and, after tuning our pipes, were
ready for the performance where we had
been instructed to play for between 45 to
50 minutes!!! Now, even for an established
band that has been together for many, many
years, playing for that amount of time can
take hours of preparation and rehearsal,
but, there we all were, gathered at the
entrance to a rock venue with a Massed
Ps&Ds which had only played together
for the last three days! Needless to say,
our beloved Pipe Major McLucas, who is a
master of improvisation and always good in
a crisis, had already made a plan of attack,
and if I may be so bold as to say, it was an
absolute stroke of genius. The theme for our
performance would be ‘A day in the life of a
piper in The British Army’, and we had our
Drum Major narrating the various parts of
the performance, ably assisted by our two
chaperones who did the French translation
(very Eurovision, eh!!). Our theatrical
vignette started with Piper Calum Galleitch
asleep on the stage, waking, yawning and
picking up his pipes to play ‘Reveille’. The
whole band marched onto the stage as
though they had been summoned by
‘Johnny Cope’, and so the tale unfurled all
the way through to a scene in an Officers’
Mess, where OTC drummer Alison Sinclair
performed the sword dance, then lights
out. Our performance lasted a staggering
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47 minutes, and will definitely go down as
a winning piece of showmanship with the
Lorient regulars. We are all now expecting
to receive our ‘Equity’ cards in the post!
Day 6: Happy Birthday Davey …
Did anyone mention that today was
Davey Stewart’s Birthday??? Another four
hours of sleep, before being woken by Piper
Calum Galleitch – obviously still in ‘luvvie’
mode - marching up and down the corridor
playing ‘Reveille’, we dressed and were “back
on the coach” within the hour with the
quest for the day being guests of honour at
Port Louis. The ferry was supposed to be
our form of transport to Port Louis, but as
our coach driver had a few hours of driving
time left (which was the only time during
the whole trip that he did), we decided that
the coach was the safest option due to our
slightly flagging bodies, and it was a good
excuse to catch a few Z’s on the way. On
arrival, the Massed Ps&Ds mustered and
marched through the beautiful and very
old flag-stoned streets until we arrived in
the town centre, where the whole town
had turned out to greet us. A marquee had
been erected, and some of the lady folk of
the town were busy cooking for the lunch to
which we were about to be treated.
Port Louis is a beautiful town, centred
around a memorial on top of the battlements
of the coastal defenses against invasion. The
memorial, which stands high and proud
over the surrounding area, is at the site
where members of the French Resistance
were shot by the occupying Germans, and
is where their bodies are interred. The
Ps&Ds, followed by the town’s residents,
marched up to the memorial playing our
Regimental March and formed a semicircle, where the P/M then played ‘Flowers
of The Forest’. There are so many occasions,
whilst playing for The London Scottish,
that have been memorable and will remain
etched in my mind for many years to come,
but this was one of the most poignant as
it meant so much to the locals to have a
British Regimental Band commemorating
the courage and sacrifice of these extremely
brave individuals.
We then retired to the Marquee, to be
treated to some fantastic seafood, potatoes,
salad, local delicacies and, of course, the
usual hospitality of wine, which seemed to
accompany breakfast, lunch, dinner and
supper. A small presentation was made to
the Pipe Major by the Mayor of Port Louis,
and then we marched to the village green
to have a ‘Battle of The Bands’ competition
with the Irish Band ‘New Ross and District’.
The winning band was to be decided by the
volume of applause from the crowd and, I
know that this reporter is a wee bit biased
but ... we won, and we also made some good
friends in the opposing band. As we were

very near to a sandy beach, we decided that
this would be a good excuse for a photo
opportunity and you can imagine the
faces of the Bretons out for a sunny day by
the sea, when 23 Hodden Grey and OTC
kilt wearing ladies and gentlemen started
marching down the beach towards the
water. After this frivolity, it was “back on
the coach” and a bit of down time before the
stadium job that evening.
Day 7: Happy Birthday Davey …
After the busy Tuesday, we were given
the daytime off to ‘dress down’ and act like
tourists walking around the festival and to
take in a few of the fantastic musicians and
bands that had travelled in from all corners
of the globe, every inch of spare space
in Lorient is given over to music and the
different types complement each other very
well. Back to the Stadium in the evening,
to play our penultimate performance, where
we have become masters of putting our feet
down pensively to check that we don’t twist
or break bones with the covered underfloor
hazards.
Day 8: Happy Birthday Dear Davey …
Did I tell you it was Davey Stewart’s
birthday? Today was another chance to
march through the streets of Lorient as a
band and down to the ‘Scottish Quarter’
to entertain the festival revelers who were
busy tucking into their haggis, neeps, tatties
and single malts. The owner of the whisky
stall was generous in his gift to Davey the
perpetual Birthday Boy, of a lovely single
malt which Davey clearly appreciated.
One of the highlights for all the bands of
their participation in the Lorient Festival
is the ‘in house’ competition which takes
place on the Saturday afternoon. The
organisers take this very seriously, in fact
so seriously that they fly over top notch
Grade 1 Pipe Band Judges from Scotland
to score and mark the critique sheets for
each band competing. So, once again, we
had a dilemma. We have to put together
a four-parted MSR set (March, Strathspey
and Reel) and then a five-minute selection
Medley set which, again, would not be
a problem for an established band that
regularly plays together or competes; but
for an impromptu band which included
OTC members who hadn’t played in a
competition before, this was definitely going
to be a challenge. However, music decided
and scores briefly learnt, we assembled
outside our accommodation to keep
running through the sets until they were
firmly lodged in all our minds. We decided
that, as there was no realistic chance of
gaining a place against the local and foreign
bands on technical interpretations of the
music, that we would go for entertainment
factor and two aspects were discussed, the

The Ps&Ds on the march at The Lorient festival
first being that we would begin our MSR
using the starting note as an ‘F’. For nonpipers, this probably doesn’t make sense,
but the long note before the first tune of
any set of music has always been an ‘E’,
and this is something which is ingrained
into pipers from the moment you first pick
up a practice chanter. So, asking a group
of players to change this starting note was
another huge challenge. The second piece of
entertainment value formed two parts, the
first part was that in the medley competition
set, during the last tune (‘Glasgow City
Police Pipers’), we would turn outwards in
the circle and face the audience. The second
part of this manoeuvre was that we wouldn’t
tell the Pipe Major we were doing it!
Back to the Moustoir Stadium in the
evening, for the final performance, we
arrived a little early so decided to tune up,
have a little practice of the competition set
and then just as we were about to enter
the ‘hanging about’ stage, we decided
that it would seem appropriate to have
our own band mini-ceilidh just outside
the stadium. Calum Galleitch fired up
his pipes, and within minutes we were all
dancing Eightsome reels, Dashing White
Sergeants and The Gay Gordons, one of our
chaperones even put down her paperwork
and came to ‘The London Scottish Dance’,
a crowd of members of the public were also
watching from a safe distance, maybe a wise
move as they would have been hit by a flying
Hamish or two.
Day 9: Happy Birthday Davey …
Another wonderful day! It was our day
off, so after breakfast at our favourite café,
the Pipe Major brought his small pipes so
we could have an impromptu music session
siting in the sunshine while tucking into
eggs and bacon. A couple of hours rehearsal

for the following day’s competition and
we all headed to the festival to immerse
ourselves in celtic culture for a full 24 hours!
We decided that most of us would meet up
in the evening, and have a nice dinner out at
one of the many quality restaurants on the
main street into the festival, and what has
become a London Scottish Ps&Ds tradition
of formal (ish) dress, including Regimental
tie, was to be observed. I am also pleased to
report that, again, no casualties were taken
during this part of the Lorient Campaign.
Day 10: Oh Davey; why didn’t you tell
us that it was your birthday?
Competition day dawned as a lovely
sunshine soaked day and, with the judges
in place, the serious art of competing began.
Both MSR and Medley sets played, it was
another good excuse to sit and listen to the
different styles and types of bagpipe playing
from around the world. Finally the massed
bands part of the proceedings, with the allimportant critique sheets. Needless to say,
the comments from the judges were of a
varied assortment, but all of them agreed
that it was good solid and competent
playing, with an interesting interpretation
of the music scores, and our prize was a very
reasonable 200 Euros.
The evening provided a final chance to
visit the festival, the different ‘quarters’ that
had become our home for the last eleven
days, and an opportunity to say goodbye
and Au Revoir to all the people who had
become great friends during our trip and
a firm promise was made that The London
Scottish Pipes and Drums would return one
day to renew those friendships once again.
Day 11: Is it still your Birthday, Davey??
Time to depart from the sunny shores
of Lorient and head back to the UK,
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London and 95 Horseferry Road. We were
waved off by our chaperones, after making
them a presentation of London Scottish
memorabilia, and the atmosphere on the
return leg of the sea crossing was one of
fond memories of the last few days. As we
were doing a bit of ‘hanging about’ in the
bar area, imagine our surprise when the
French national TV station started to play
the whole of the stadium performance in
which we had only recently taken part,
including an interview with our Pipe Major
and the OTC Drum Major, which had been
dubbed into French (including the laughing
at the end of the interview) …. another first
for the London Scottish, I believe!
Day 12: What, no Birthday Davey?
Returning to 95 at 4.00am, and after a
final piece of hanging around until the tubes
and trains started running, we said a fond
farewell to our comrades from the OTC
bands and promised that this would be the
first of many jobs we would endeavour to
do together, with the first of these being The
Lord Mayor’s Show.
Thanks Lorient, we all had a great time!
HALLOWE’EN
Saturday 31st October 2015 saw the
Regiment’s annual Hallowe’en Dinner at
95, at which the Ps&Ds are always proud
to attend and contribute. As is customary,
a new set of tunes (both pipe settings and
drum beatings) were learnt and practiced
frantically in the weeks leading up to the
occasion. We even rehearsed marching in
to the Drill Hall and taking up or positions,
although I’m sure that we have stood in
exactly the same place for at least two
decades! It was fun, on the evening itself, to
see our very own Drummer Alex Cooper,
resplendent in his Ps&Ds pattern Hodden
Grey ToS, carrying the haggis ceremonially
around the drill hall in his guise as jobbing
caterer. The 2015 set of tunes comprised:
• The London Scottish at Primosole
Bridge (March).
• Mac an Irish (Strathspey).
• Loudon’s Bonny Woods and Braes
(Strathspey).
• The Fairy Dance (Reel).
• Jock Wilson’s Ball (Reel).
• Heroes of Kohima (Air).
• George Parson’s Welcome to the
London Scottish (Jig).
• Rocking the Baby (Jig).
It was fitting that, in the 200th
Anniversary year, the Band marched out to
‘The Battle of Waterloo’. It seems that the
weeks of practice paid off, as the principal
guest, Major General Patrick Sanders,
CBE, DSC, was apparently extremely
complimentary about the Ps&Ds in his toast

the Ps&Ds playing our Regimental March,
marched off down Whitehall.
“My Boy Jack” is a poem by Rudyard
Kipling, written in 1915, after his son
John (but known as Jack), an 18-year-old
Lieutenant in the 2nd Btn Irish Guards,
went missing during the battle of Loos in
September 1915.

to the Regiment on behalf of the guests. The
General also presented Piper Parsons with
his Corporal’s stripe, which only goes to
prove that all things come to them who wait,
although I’m sure it’s only a rumour that the
actual stripe itself is on Velcro!
Following the formal reports and other
speeches, the Ps&Ds then returned to play
the traditional second set of Company
Marches:

“Have you news of my boy Jack?”
Not this tide.
“When d’you think that he’ll come back?”
Not with this wind blowing, and this tide.
“Has anyone else had word of him?”
Not this tide.
For what is sunk will hardly swim,
Not with this wind blowing, and this tide.

• Cock o’ the North (HQ Coy).
• Bonnie Dundee (C Coy).
• All the Blue Bonnets are O’er the Border
(B Coy).
• The Black Bear (A Coy).
• Highland Laddie (Regimental March).
Eagle-eyed bagpiping aficionados will
have spotted that the first jig of the Band’s
main set, does not seem to appear in the
lexicon of published pipe tunes. This is
true, as it was a brand new composition
by our very own Piper Calum Galleitch to
celebrate the birth of Piper Parson’s son,
as was recorded in the previous edition
of the Gazette. This being an auspicious
event - by which I mean the publication
and performance of a original tune, as
children are seemingly born every day
- I thought that the pipe settings for this
veritable masterpiece, and jaunty addition
to the Band’s repertoire, should be recorded
herewith for posterity, so it is reproduced
here below.
REGIMENTAL COCKTAIL PARTY
On the evening of 5th November 2015,
the Regimental Colonel hosted a cocktail
party at 95, at which the Ps&Ds were
invited to perform. Being a Thursday, and
the Band’s usual practice night, this wasn’t
a problem, and a fair sized Band turned
out to provide musical entertainment to
the assembled throng, although there was
a Piper Galleitch size gap in the line-up, as
Calum had forgotten to bring his kit …..
Tom-Tom alert!!
This is my one opportunity each year to
have an “out of band experience”, as I am
able to mingle with the guests and enjoy
the scenario from the balcony. I must give
credit to multi-facetted Drummer Steve
Hill who did an excellent job on Bass … but
don’t get too attached to those furry beaters
just yet!!
CHURCH PARADE
The Regiment’s annual Church Parade was
on Sunday 8th November (Remembrance
Sunday) and, as traditional, was led by the
Ps&Ds. This is a ‘must do’ outing for the
bandsmen, and we are always extremely
proud to lead the Serving Company,
Association, Cadet and supporters through
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Drum Major Foulis improves his
International Relations skills prior to the
parade stepping off.
the streets of Westminster. I was most
disappointed that a flooded bathroom, and
a 24 hour emergency plumber (who did,
indeed, arrive 24 hours after I called them)
prevented me from attending, meaning
that I missed my first Church Parade
in the fifteen years I have been with the
Scottish. However, I am extremely grateful
to Drummer Ton Gallagher for stepping
in and lugging the 28lb bass drum up to St
Columba’s and back, whilst bashing it with
parade beaters! Now, how can I ‘photoshop’
myself into the 2015 Band photo???
ARMISTICE DAY PARADE
At 11.00am on 11th November every
year, The Western Front Association holds
an Armistice Day Service of Remembrance
at the Cenotaph in Whitehall. The Band
led the parade last year, which marked the
centenary of the outbreak of The First World
War, and it was a privilege to be invited back
in 2015.
The Service itself is poignantly simple.
A detachment from 2nd Btn Royal Gurkha
Rifles formed a Guard of Honour at the four
corners of the Cenotaph, and, as Big Ben
rang out the hour, a Bugler from The Scots
Guards sounded ‘Last Post’, which signified
the start of the traditional two minutes
silence. The Bugler then sounded ‘Reveille’
and wreaths were laid, before prayers were
said and the poem ‘My Boy Jack’ was read
beautifully by Cerys Matthews, MBE.
Pipe Major McLucas then played ‘Flowers
of the Forest’, slow-marching around the
Cenotaph, whilst the Gurkhas presented
arms in salute. The Exhortation from ‘For
the Fallen’ was then said, before the Bugler
sounded ‘Sunset’ and the Parade, led by

“Oh, dear, what comfort can I find?”
None this tide,
Nor any tide,
Except he did not shame his kind Not even with that wind blowing, and that
tide.
Then hold your head up all the more,
This tide,
And every tide;
Because he was the son you bore,
And gave to that wind blowing and that tide!
The Guard of Honour from 2 Royal
Gurkha Rifles represented all the soldiers of
the former Indian Army who helped hold
the line during the winter of 1914-15, and
fought at Neuve Chapelle, Aubers Ridge and
Festubert, as well as Gallipoli. The Bugler
was from The Scots Guards which, as part
of the Guards Brigade, were involved in the
fighting at Festubert and Loos, suffering
heavy casualties on both occasions. As for
the Ps&Ds, we represented all the Territorial
Battalions who fought in 1915, particularly
at Loos, which was mostly a Territorial
Army battle. ‘Loos’ is, of course, a battle
honour of The London Scottish, which
advanced on the first day of the battle and
was decimated for the second time in less
than a year. What an honour, therefore, to
be on parade at the Cenotaph one hundred
years later.
As usual, once the participants and
watching public had dispersed, there were
the usual photos, including our now annual
group shot with Cerys Matthews, the Welsh
singer/songwriter and broadcaster.
LORD MAYOR’S PARADE
Saturday 14th November 2015 saw the
London Regiment’s participation in the
annual Lord Mayor’s Parade through the
City of London, which celebrated the 800th
year of the Show. The Lord Mayor’s Show
was originally held every year on 28th
October, the day of the Feast of St Simon

The Ps&Ds annual ‘Team Photo’ with Cerys Matthews ... probably more for our benefit,
than hers!!

The Ps&Ds about to lead the 2015 Armistice Day Parade to the Cenotaph.

The combined London Scottish, Tayforth and Aberdeen OTC Pipes & Drums in the
courtyard at Merchant Taylors Hall prior to the 2015 Lord Mayor’s Parade.
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and St Jude. It remaained that way until
1751, when Britain adopted the Gregorian
Calendar, and to keep the Mayoral year at
a constant duration, the date of the show
was moved back to 9th November, where it
stayed for another two hundred years. The
disadvantage of this was that the Show could
fall on any day of the week, and by the 1950’s
this was causing unacceptable disruption
in the City, particularly as the route varied
each year so that the procession could
pass through the Ward of the Alderman
who had been elected Mayor. Thus, in
1952 the Corporation of London and the
Home Office settled on a fixed route for the
procession. The organisation of the Show
was further simplified in 1959, when it was
decided that the Parade would take place on
the second Saturday in November, whatever
date that might be.
As this is a LONDONS engagement,
the Ps&Ds were joined by our old friends
from The London Irish Rifles, and we also
maintained our strong friendship (forged in
Lorient and, before that, at the 2012 British
Military Tournament) with Tayforth OTC
and Aberdeen OTC, such that a combined
Pipes & Drums some 45 strong, led by
D/M Foulis, Senior Drum Major of the
London Regiment, formed up at the head
of the serving companies. As it was already
raining at 6.30am, when those of us who
hadn’t endured the drill hall floor overnight
arrived at 95 for our traditional hearty
breakfast (I wish!), the wearing of capes was
authorised, much to the joy of the bass and
tenor drummers, whose ancient leopard
skins become rather heavy and odious in
the wet!
After boarding the coach from 95 at
07.30hrs, for an 11.00hrs start less than a
20 minute drive away, we had the usual
protracted period of hanging around,
loitering, standing easy, marking time,
tuning up, standing down, and invading the
nearest café before we took our allocated
place in the Show’s line-up, following a
giant yellow nodding dog! Being nearer
to the front of the Parade this year had two
key advantages; the linear distance travelled
was commensurately less, and we finished
earlier. So, all dripping capes, sodden
glengarries and muck splattered spats, we
arrived back at 95 by 3.00pm …… unheard
of!
As we had OTC guests, who had valiantly
driven down from Aberdeen in a coach, the
P/M and D/M had decreed that we would
have a ‘social’ evening. Thus, a barrel of
Twickenham Brewery’s ‘Naked Lady’ ale
had been organised by Drummer Steve
Hill, that stalwart of the Band, plus copious
quantities of finger food and a rather fine
selection of cheeses; oh how frightfully
middle-class and ‘Waitrose’ we have all

become! However, an entertaining evening
was had by all, and we should mention
the welcome return to 95 of Drummers
Michael Lawson and Duncan de Silva (who,
bizarrely met someone from Llanberis,
his local village in North Wales during the
Show’s lunch break), as well as recording a
rare sighting of ex-Drummer Joe McMahon
on the parade’s RNLI float ….. no pun
intended!
IMPERIAL WAR MUSEUM
On Wednesday 18th November 2015,
a midi-band (well, smaller than the full
Band, but bigger than a mini-band)
deployed ourselves across to the Imperial
war Museum to provide pre-dinner
entertainment for a corporate event in
honour of Fighter Command. A pleasant
little jaunt across town, and the opening up
of a potential range of similar jobs for the
same company; have pipes, will ravel!
The influence of The London Scottish
Ps&Ds extends worldwide, but I hadn’t
realised that Piper Rob Green was quite so
famous!!
COURT & SOCIAL
As well as reporting all the official and
ceremonial activities of the Ps&Ds, these
Band Notes are also a way of informing
current and past bandsmen about other
relevant issues. So, as has been noted,
we congratulate Corporal Parsons and
Catherine on the birth of baby George, who
was born on 24th July 2015 weighing in at
8lbs 5oz. We also congratulate Drummer
Leo Both on the birth of a baby daughter,
Sophia. We also record for posterity that
Piper Hamish Young is currently an Officer
Cadet at Britannia Royal Naval College,
training to be a Warfare Officer, after which
he plans to be commissioned into the Royal
Navy. I suggest that Hamish will need to be
posted to at least an aircraft carrier, if he is
going to continue practicing his bagpipes!
OVERSEAS NEWS
Drummer Iain Withers has recently
departed for a one-year secondment in
Australia acting as drumming tutor to
the Hawkesbury Nepean Pipe Band, in
Windsor, New South Wales. Iain has wasted
no time in establishing his credentials, and
recently gained second place in the New
South Wales solo drumming completion,
where he spotted erstwhile London Scottish
Piper Russell King.
Closer to home (well, still in the northern
hemisphere), Piper Gary Anderson piped,
wearing Hodden Grey kilt, Regimental Tie
and Glengarry, at the Armistice Service at
Capestang, Longuedoc Roussillon, France at
the invitation of the Mayor’s Office on 11th
November 2015. This is a National Holiday
in France, and over 300 people were in
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attendance, including school children who
recited ‘war poetry’ from WW1 and read
out the names of the local men who died.
This was followed by the ‘Vin d’Honneur’
which, needless to say, Gary le Rouge
enjoyed immensely.

IN THE NEWS...

CAPTION COMPETITION # 2
Our regular reader will remember that
the last edition of ‘Band Notes’ contained
the following photo of Piper Hamish Young
in Uzbekistan.

Col John Clemence with the engraved glass bowl he was presented with on the 50th
anniversary of his joining the Glenworple Highlanders. With Andy Parsons and Alan Morris.

Amongst the publishable suggestions
for a possible caption, all un-attributable to
protect the innocent, were:
“You should see his twin sister!!”
“No wonder he didn’t get in to Sandhurst!”
“The Clan Young ceremonial mascot enjoys
some R&R.”
“No; not that kind of Piper!”
“Hamish wondered whether he should
update his Tinder photo.”
“And here’s a photo of Callum’s Aunty’s
sister’s son.”
Having now had two editions of a
Caption Competition, we seem to have run
out of incriminating photos, so will mark
time on this feature for a while.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
As always, these ‘Band Notes’ rely on
the reconnaissance and reporting of a
faithful cadre of underground operatives,
who willingly provide text and photos for
the greater good of society. So I would
like to thank P/M McLucas, Piper Stuart
Nicholson, Piper Calum Galleitch, Piper
Gary Anderson, Piper Callum Young,
Drummer Andy Withers and Drummer
Iain Withers, who have all contributed
towards this edition.

Her Majesty The Queen travelled to
Leuchars in Fife to meet serving soldiers
and families of the Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards (SCOTS DG) at their new base
following the units relocation from
Fallingbostel in Germany earlier this year.
Her Majesty, who is Colonel-in-Chief of
the regiment, talked to soldiers and families
about their work and activities, inspected the
regimental drum horse ‘Talavera’ and listened
to the regiment’s world famous Pipes and
Drums.
Children from Leuchars Primary school
were also invited into the barracks as Her
Majesty ended her visit by unveiling a new
stone cairn to name the Eastern side of the
camp ‘Waterloo Lines’.
Commanding Officer, Lieutenant Colonel
Benjamin Cattermole said: “On behalf of the
SCOTS DG, it was an honour to be visited by
our Colonel in Chief in our new home, Leuchars
Station. Her Majesty took great interest in the
work the regiment is doing both here in the
UK, supporting UK resilience and overseas on
numerous training missions.”
The Commanding Officer also expressed
his thanks to the local community, who
attended the visit: “It is a privilege to command
this Regiment. I am fortunate to have the
opportunity to lead such a professional group
of soldiers as we establish ourselves in our new
role as Light Cavalry in Scotland and prepare to
build on our proud history.

Cpl Parsons receiving his promotion at the
Halloween Dinner

HM The Queen visiting soldiers of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards at their new HQ in
Leuchars, Fife.

“Change is never easy, but the one thing
that has remained constant is the support
given to us by the local community of Fife.
“The Regiment now looks forward to
contributing to community life in Scotland
while continuing to support operations
around the globe in our new Light
Reconnaissance role and integrating with
our partnered Reserve Unit, The Scottish and
Northern Irish Yeomanry.”
The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards relocated
from Fallingbostel in Germany during the
spring and summer of 2015. This will be the

first time the Regiment has been based in
Scotland for more than 40 years.
The move is part of the Army’s
restructuring, which will see more than 5,000
British Army personnel plus their families
(totalling some 10,000 people) return from
Germany to various UK locations this year
and return all troops from Germany by 2020.
The Army took control of the former Royal
Air Force base in Leuchars on 1 April 2015.
The base is now home to around 1800 triservice personnel.
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One of the Army’s highest ranking
Reservists took up one of Scotland’s oldest
and most historic appointments, when he
was installed as The Governor of Edinburgh
Castle.
Major General Mike Riddell-Webster, a
former regular Army Officer who joined the
reserves after retiring from the Army at the end
of 2014, formally took up the role at a parade on
the famous Castle’s Esplanade earlier this week.
The Army’s highest ranking Army Reservist
has taken up one of Scotland’s oldest and most
historic appointments
The parade included troops from The Royal
Regiment of Scotland, Pipes and Drums from
the Regiment and the ceremonial key to the
world famous landmark was officially handed
over by The Lord Lyon (above left), King of
Arms, the head of all traditional heraldry in
Scotland, accompanied by his Heralds and
Pursuivants.
This is the first time this appointment has
been held by an Army Reservist. In modern
times, it has been held by the most senior
Regular Army officer in Scotland. The review
of Reserves, which was part of the last Strategic
Defence and Security Review, has sought
to have reserves at all levels in the Army’s
command structure, and has split the job of
Governor, from the job of General Officer

Major General Mike Riddell-Webster, at the
Castle
Scotland, which continues to be carried out by
a Regular Army Officer.
Major General Mike Riddell-Webster joins
a distinguished list of Governors, which dates
back to the 11th Century and includes the
Dukes of Hamilton, Argyll and Rothesay. There
is only one other reservist of as high a rank
as the new Governor, Major General Ranald
Munro, who is currently Deputy Commander
Land Forces.

The General said of his appointment to the
role: “I am very honoured to be installed in
such a historic appointment as The Governor
of Edinburgh Castle. My job will be to represent
the Army in Scottish society and it is something
that I will take great pleasure in doing.”
Major General Riddell-Webster was
commissioned in 1983 and spent most of his
career in the 1st Battalion The Black Watch
(now The 3rd Battalion The Royal Regiment
of Scotland) and commanded the battalion
during the 2003 Gulf War, when the unit was
deployed into Basrah.
He has also completed operational tours in
Northern Ireland and Kosovo. He held several
senior General Staff appointments before
leaving the Regular Army in 2014 and joining
the Army Reserves in 2015. He is also currently
a postgraduate student at Edinburgh’s Heriot
Watt University, where he is studying for an
MSc in Energy.
Major
General
Riddell-Webster’s
Grandfather, General Sir Thomas RiddellWebster GCB DSO, a famous officer in
the now-disbanded Cameronians, was the
Quartermaster General between 1942 and
1946. On parade this week, he carried his
Grandfather’s sword, which was loaned to him
from the Cameronians’ Museum in Hamilton.

Major General Riddell-Webster, Commander of Edinburgh Castle with members of the band of the Royal Regiment of Scotland.
at the final Reception of the Royal Edinburgh Military Tattoo 2015. Lord Robertson is a Member of the Tattoo’s Board of Directors.

New to A Company, Ptes Sumner, Lister, Ackrill and Carr enjoy a wee dram (and some beer) before taking their seats for Hallowe’en
Dinner 2015 – a first for all of them.
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1 Platoon bid Lt Scarsbrook farewell at the Loos Dinner, held at the Union Jack Club in September.
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Postcard from Belize: Pte Orlowski, LCpl Holbrough and Pte McColl on Ex Mayan Warrior in the jungles of Belize.
Sensor-laden body armour, a smart
watch that monitors life signs and smart
glasses with integrated cameras are all
part of a futuristic design for military
uniforms.
The Future Soldier Vision (FSV) is part
of the Ministry of Defence’s plan to ensure
that British soldiers of the future have
high quality equipment, utilising the latest
technologies. The unveiling of the futuristic
kit shows what a soldier could be wearing
and using on the battlefield in the 2020s,
based on current military research and
emerging commercial technology.
The first phase of the concept has been
developed by the Defence Science and
Technology Laboratory (Dstl) with industry
partners Kinneir Dufort and SEA Ltd with
the British Army.
Defence Secretary Michael Fallon said:
“In an uncertain world, it is vital that we
continually look at the future threats our
Armed Forces might face.
“The Future Soldier Vision, which is
supported by the protected Defence budget,
our £160b equipment plan and the very
best of the UK’s science and technology
expertise, demonstrates our commitment
to ensuring our soldiers have the kit they
need to keep our country safe.”
Ross Jones, Programme Manager for
Close Combat Systems, Defence Science
and Technology Laboratory said: “The
Future Soldier Vision concept provides

A soldier of the future?
the MOD and industry with an aim point
for what the soldier could look like a
decade from now. It provides a platform
to challenge what this future could be and
how industry and academia could help the
MOD to make it a reality.”
The design includes: Head sub-system
concept incorporating hearing protection,
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lightweight sensors for information sharing
and an integrated power supply.
Torso sub-system concept of segmented
armour that can be customised to the user
or situation with integrated connectors and
power supply. It also features a quick release
cord which releases armour at the shoulders
in an emergency and flexible shoulder pads
for added protection and to help with
weight distribution when carrying loads.
Smart
watch
style
wearable
communications
concept
which
incorporates sensors to record the user’s
biometric data.
Smart glasses concept which include
a heads-up display, integrated camera
and bone conducting headphones to
increase situational awareness without
compromising hearing.
A robust personal role computer concept
enabling better information sharing and
communications between personnel.
Ergonomically
designed
and
customisable the weapon concept will allow
targeting information to be shared between
soldiers and their units.
The Future Soldier Vision is designed
to work as an integrated system with
survivability,
enhanced
situational
awareness and network capability all central
to the concept. Protection technology, a
network of sensors for information sharing
and power and data connectors will also all
be built-in.

More than 300 Scottish soldiers
have been making the most of a Welsh
training area in preparation for a
mission to Kabul.
Soldiers of 2nd Battalion The Royal
Regiment of Scotland (2 SCOTS) left
their base at Glencorse Barracks in
Penicuik, near Edinburgh, to complete
an intensive final week of training for
their latest role, supporting training for
the Afghan National Army.
The eight-month tour, which will
see the entire battalion deploy in two
roulements of four months, is in support
of the NATO Military advisors and
trainers who are teaching at the Afghan
Ministrie of Defence and the Interior,
providing protection and movement
control for those who have to leave their
barracks.
They will also provide a Quick Reaction
Force in the city supporting the Afghan
National Security Forces and helping to
deal with any emergencies.
The battalion, which has previously
completed three tours in Afghanistan,
is looking forward to the next challenge
as it presents something completely
different from anything it has done in the
country before.
Combat operations in Helmand
Province, in the south of the country,
ceased at the end of 2014, and this tour
is part of the UK’s enduring commitment
to Afghanistan, and to providing the
country with the best training to allow
the Government of Afghanistan to police
and defend itself.
2 SCOTS have been training with the
Foxhound ahead of deploying to Kabul.
Photographer Cpl Timothy Jones; Crown
copyright.
Lieutenant
Colonel
Graeme
Wearmouth, Commanding Officer 2
SCOTS, said the soldiers were relishing
what was in front of them.
“This is a great opportunity for us,” he
said. “We’re a light role infantry battalion
taking up a more mechanised role with
the use of the Foxhound vehicle, so
there has been a lot of driver training to
complete.

2 SCOTS have been training with the Foxhound ahead of deploying to Kabul.
Photographer Cpl Timothy Jones; Crown copyright.

“We’ll be in Kabul to provide that extra
layer of protection and control for wider
headquarters, but the main response to
any incident will be led by the Afghan
forces.
“There are those within the battalion
who have deployed to Afghanistan in
a combat role and they will have had to
learn new skills. Likewise, the soldiers
who will experience this for the first time
have really taken on board the training
to ensure we’re properly prepared for the
task at hand.”
Fusilier Jonathan Stevenson, 21, is
from Troon in Ayrshire and has never
been in Afghanistan before. He has been
with the battalion for 15 months after
working in constructing garden decking
and fencing.
“A lot of the guys will be completely
new to this and we’re looking forward
to getting out there,” said Jonathan. “I
never thought I’d get the opportunity and
even though this is very different to how
the battalion was deployed before, it’s an
exciting prospect to train and learn for a
specific mission.
“There are a few of my friends who

serve with other battalions and they
would love to be what I’m doing now.”
The week in the Army’s training area
in Caerwent, south east Wales, is the
culmination of a rigorous course of
training which began in earnest at the
start of the year and culminates in this
Mission Specific Training. The Battalion
acted out a number of scenarios which
they could face in Kabul.
Sergeant Chris Andrews, 29, from
Kilmarnock, has been in the Army for
11 years and has completed two tours
of Afghanistan in a combat role. He
said: “My previous experiences were in
Helmand and it was all about taking the
fight to the enemy.
The biggest challenge for me and other
commanders is ensuring the guys who
have been before are adequately trained
for this new role because they may have
certain expectations.
“The focus is now completely different.”
The first roulement of troops will leave
Glencorse barracks for the Afghan capital
in early August.

ADVANCE NOTICE
The Ps&Ds McLeod Medal Competition evening will be held on Thursday 3rd March 2016,
and the annual Band Supper will be on Friday 18th March 2016.
Seen at 95 on First Tuesdays: Andy Parsons, Bill Rennie, Bob Blackledge, Chris Adams, Eric Bee, George Spencer, J Beales,
John Piper, John McCormack, John Hudson, Joseph Catarino, Martin Felstead, Paul Phelps, Ron Olly, Stephen Fay, Steve
Lovelock, Ted Weldin
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LONDON SCOTTISH CADETS
145 Detachment is located in
New Addington, Croydon. We are a
standalone detachment based in Queen
Elizabeth Gardens, close to Central
Parade Shops. We currently parade on a
Thursday evening between 1930 hrs and
2130 hrs.
The detachment has seen a recent rise
in recruitment to roughly 20 cadets, with
an average of 10-15 per parade night. With
the recent change to the London Scottish
Regiment from the Parachute Regiment, it
is hoped that the levels will increase.
In the last 3 months the cadets have been
consolidating training from annual camp,
focusing on improving fieldcraft skills.
This culminated in a fieldcraft weekend
in October, where the cadets honed their
skills in camouflage and concealment
by constructing observation posts and
carrying out surveillance and intelligence
gathering activities at Pippingford Park
Training Area. They are now looking
forward to Xmas camp to complete those
outstanding parts of the syllabus for their
star level badges. The cadets also got a

Scuba diving taster session, using Jack
Petchey Award funding, which for most
was the first time they have ever done
scuba diving.
Annual Camp this year was held at
Swynnerton in Staffordshire. It was first in
many respects as we had cadets from Hong
Kong and St Lucia join us and train with
us. Also basic cadets were able to attend
for a week to complete their basic training
and also get a taste of camp life. The 1
Star cadets had a full package of training,
including expedition, Adventure Training
and 4 days out in the field doing field craft.
The 2 and 3 Stars also did 4 days out at
Leek Training area, which proved arduous
for some. This also saw the senior cadets
decked out in the new cadet helmet and
issued with Personal Role Radio systems.
Looking forward, we are hoping to start
Pipes and Drums for the more musically
minded cadets, this is something that has
been in the planning stages for a while, but
hopefully will come to fruition in the New
Year. This will mean an additional parade
night and more cadets.

Cadets Moloney and Casbon with 2Lt Lindsay at Swynnerton Camp
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Detachment Commander
2Lt Nick Lindsay took over as
Detachment Commander in July 2014. He
has been with South West London ACF
for 3 years and been at 145 Det from the
start. He joined the ACF, following his son
and daughter who also went to 145, and
saw that his previous military experience
(Royal Air Force Police) would benefit
the cadets. Since taking over he has been
busy improving recruitment and retention
of cadets. He was also instrumental in
the change of regimental affiliation. 2Lt
Lindsay is a serving Metropolitan Police
Officer based in Croydon and works on
the Safer Schools Team. A role which
allows him access to all the schools in the
Borough of Croydon to give presentations
about the Army Cadet Force and improve
recruitment across 14 Coy, South West
London ACF. He is also a Battlefield
Guide for the Somme, and cadets from
South West London have benefited from
the tours, in accordance with Operation
Reflect, Centenary of WW1.

Congratulations are in line for Cadet
Csgt Islam on his recent promotion
having completed Master Cadet. More
on that later.
We also have have to say welcome to
Mrs Karen Ronner who has come into
the unit as a Civilian Assistant to take on
the administration of the unit.
Annual Camp 2015
The units main training camp of the
year was held at Thetford Training area.
It was a change to the setup of camp with
the senior 3 star and above cadets being
training directly but the sector training
team with the 1 and 2 star training being
managed and proved directly by the
company. Training as a whole was good
with a number of improvements added in
for next year.
Fan Maker’s Award 2015
On annual camp I was told that was
going to be the recipient of the 2015 Fan
Maker’s Award. The Fan Makers are the
livery company who support and sponsor
23 Coy Middx and NorthWest London
ACF. I was very proud to receive the
award from the Worshipful Company
of Fan Makers and to be invited to their
annual Livery Dinner at Skinners Hall.
Incorporated in 1709 during the reign of
Queen Anne but very active as the Guild
of Fan Makers from at least the reign of
Charles II, today’s Fan Makers’ Company
is the youngest of the ‘old’ City Livery
Companies being the last to receive a
Royal Charter for nearly 300 years and
becoming the 76th Livery Company in
order of precedence.
I attended the dinner in traditional
regimental mess dress and was
accompanied by 23 Coy commander
Maj. Richardson. Prior to the dinner I
was presented with the award which is
titled “Senior Cadet who has contributed
most in the past year to 23 Company”. The
dinner itself was delicious which consisted
of a 3 course meal; Rainbow Trout
Fillet, Breasts of Red Leg Partridge and
Hedgerow Crumble. It was my first time
eating these dishes and all of them were
nice. The master of the company also read
out my citation for the award. I was very
proud to receive this award and it reflects
all the hard work myself and the staff at
235 have contributed into myself and into
the company in general.
Cadet CSM S Kotivas
Full Citation
From the start of his cadet career I have
always felt strongly believe that C/Sgt
Kotovas will be a strong contender for one of

Cadet CSM S Kotivas and 23 Coy Commander Major Richardson
the top cadets in the sector if not the country.
CSM Kotovas comes with a very good
all rounded package, he is academically
intelligent, extremely physically capable and
also has a real drive to push the unit and the
coy/ sector to obtain new heights. He is one
of the few cadets who I feel I would happily
send into schools to promote the unit or send
to a VIP function to discuss the benefits of
the army cadet form, and I would hope that
in the future he is interested in returning
after a break to become a member of unit
staff.
In the past CSM Kotovas has represented
the sector at national Rugby and Swimming.
In Rugby he was even penned to be senior
team captain for the sector and has been

in contact with Sector directly to push
this team event. As well as completing the
2014 Outreach program as a DS in Wales
Lt Col Cox had asked for CSM Kotovas to
be the senior cadet on the event in 2015.
Unfortunately he has been blocked in
attending by his college who are insistent
he attends revision classes during the May
Half Term. He was awarded the DL for The
Westminster Award for 2013 and has also
represented the ACF on a number of high
profile events including Flanders Dash,
the commemoration of the start of World
War One. In 2015 he was a highly praised
second for the Lord Lieutenant award and
has been asked to deputise for the LL Cadet
this year if necessary. He has also taken part
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in the Leopards Leap tour to Germany in
2014 and has been instrumental in pushing
other members of the unit to also take up
this exciting opportunity. He was the senior
cadet in attendance and his experience
showed in his support of cadets from across
the sector on the event.
I feel that he is an asset to the Unit, Coy
and Sector. CSM Kotovas has also managed
to persevere despite a setback in his senior
cadet instructors cadre failure on the last day
of the course. Not only did his commitment
not wane, he dusted himself off and applied
for the next CLC course while finishing his
4 Star “the hard way” by completing two
further additional progressive subjects in
First Aid and Sport. He has now passed his
CLC course achieving a very reputable 3rd
place in the group and a good report from
the DS. He has also attended the Master
Cadet course and passed with a Highly
Competent grade. Away from the APC
side of cadeting he was also successful in
getting into the final 24 cadets for the Duke
Of Westminster Trophy for 2015 and was
only blocked from attending the selection
event for the final group by his college who
would not allow him during the Half Term
to attend the selection event.
I think think that all of the above show
a really strong cadet who should rightfully
be given the honor of representing the
Company and Sector as the top cadet for the
Worshipful Company of Fanmakers.
Master Cadet Experience
From the first day at The Frimley
Training Centre, it seemed very lavish
with 3 course meals; however, I came to
realize that this tranquil life wasn’t going
to last long as we immediately got stuck in
on the first full day with a long run. This
was very intense, more so for my peers,
as we had to run 1.5m in sync followed
by a soldier-like assault course. This was
followed by a day navigation of 2.7km not
long after causing me to use my initiative
more so than my fitness as I realized the
hard way that running around blindly
wouldn’t get you far.
The Master Cadet Course is the pinnacle
course that all Cadets should strive for,
having already done the Cadet Leadership
Course I felt that I was in good place to do
well on the Master Cadet Course. My first
chance to show my leadership skills was
during the Command task by a Sergeant
Major in the Scots Guards who was the
main assessor and who assessed me. I really
thought about all aspects of command
tasks to make my run a successful task.
The use of questions and firm leadership
which I had learnt on CLC got the mission
complete followed by a highly competent

REGIMENTAL NOTICEBOARD
UPCOMING EVENTS:
FRI 18TH DEC ..............................................CHRISTMAS CLOSE DOWN
MON 4TH JAN . . ............................................REGIMENTAL OFFICE OPENS
TUES 5TH JAN .............................................FIRST TUESDAY
Cadet CSgt S Islam at Frimley
grade; this really boosted my morale as it
showed my peers were willing to put the
extra effort in during my moment in the
sun.
There is little chance for a rest because
as early as 0530hrs you need to be up on
the course to be woken up ready to show
off our field craft skills. All I could hear
was, “I am a field craft bod”, “we Rifles
are fieldcraft legends” and so on. This
made me realize that I had to exceed
expectations in the field to show off
my unit, The London Scottish prowess.
During the first encounter in the fieldcraft
assessments, we were met with heavy rain,
boggy foliage and repeated section attacks.
All the bragging that I had heard in the
morning was soon quietened down but
I have to say that everyone on the course

deserved their place and that we all had to
pull together.
At my lowest point, during the
consecutive section attacks, I felt the worst
I’ve ever felt in my cadet career. But I knew
you only have one shot to prove your
worth therefore this boosted my morale
and I got on with the required mission at
hand.
Overall, Master Cadet is the Cadet
pinnacle that tailors the 5 years of
experience one could gain from their unit,
company, and sector. And I am proud to
say that I passed with a highly competent
grade. I would also like to thank all the
staff at the unit for getting me to the level I
am and for Captain Ronner for getting me
on the course.
Cadet CSgt S Islam

THURS 7TH JAN ..........................................LSR LODGE
THURS 14TH JAN ........................................LSR LODGE
THURS 28TH JAN ........................................LSR LODGE
TUES 2ND FEB .............................................FIRST TUESDAY
THURS 4TH FEB ..........................................LSR LODGE
THURS 11TH FEB ........................................LSR LODGE
THURS 18TH FEB ........................................LSR LODGE
THURS 25TH FEB ........................................LSR LODGE
FRI 26TH FEB ...............................................‘G’ AND ‘A’ COY DINNER

If you know anyone who would like to join the London
Scottish cadets, there are four detachments in London:

SAT 27TH FEB ..............................................GORDON H’LANDERS LADY’S DAY

235 (Westminster) London Scottish Cadets
Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm

THURS 3RD MAR .......................................LSR LODGE

95 (Eltham) Detachment, London Scottish
Tuesday & Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm

TUES 1ST MAR . . ...........................................FIRST TUESDAY

THURS 3RD MAR.........................................MCLEOD MEDAL COMPETITION
THURS 10TH MAR ......................................LSR LODGE

102 (Bromley) platoon, London Scottish
Wednesday 7.30pm - 10.00pm

WED 16TH MAR ..........................................GLENWORPLE DINNER

145 (Croydon) Detachment (London Scottish)
Thursday 7.30pm - 9.30pm

FRI 25TH MAR .............................................GOOD FRIDAY

Visit:
www.londonscottishregt.org/cadets.cfm for contact details.
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FRI 18TH MAR..............................................BAND SUPPER

SUN 27TH MAR ...........................................EASTER DAY
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CHURCH PARADE

The Serving Company

The Serving Company form up

The Regimental Association march behind their banner

The Pipes and Drums lead the parade
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The CSM reports to the OC

The Colonel with 2Lt Lindsay
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ASSOCIATION NOTES
As always the period covered by this
edition of the gazette is a busy one.
The main event was our pilgrimage to
France to commemorate the centenary
of the Battle of Loos. To do the trip
justice it is the subject of a separate
article elsewhere in this gazette.
After last years pilgrimage to Messines
it was back to this country for Halloween.
The Regimental Colonel was in fine form,
not least with his address to the haggis. A
nice touch was thanking the Association
for making our centenary pilgrimages
to Messines and Loos and then asking
all those who had been at Messines last
Halloween to raise their hands. Further
recognition for the Association was the
award of the Jock Anderson trophy to
Tony Rawlins, our standard-bearer and
former treasurer.
Having marched as an Association at
the Cenotaph Parade for the very first
time last year the Royal British Legion
has now firmly placed us on their list
of participating Associations. Thus on
a grey Remembrance Sunday morning
24 hardy souls congregated on Horse
Guards Parade to await the instruction
to move off and take our place amongst
the 10500 veterans in Whitehall. A
very special and moving event, with the
viewing public just able to glimpse us as
we moved swiftly across the screen. The
parade concluded with an eyes right to
Prince William, taking the salute for the
first time. Another Royal introduction to
the Hodden Grey.
As we were marching at the Cenotaph
in London Ally Gemmell was laying
a Regimental wreath on behalf of the
‘Scottish Branch’ at the Cenotaph in
George Square, Glasgow. Our wreath
being positioned next to that of the
First Minister (on behalf of the Scottish
Government). Similarly Jim Barnard
had arranged for our wreath to be laid at
Ipswich War Memorial.
Then of course our own Church
Parade in the afternoon attended by 30
Association members, 17 of whom had
marched on the Cenotaph parade in the
morning. My thanks to all who continue
to turn out and support these hugely
important parades.
To bring the marching year to a halt
a contingent also marched with the
Federation of London Old Comrades
Associations on the return leg of the

Association members after the Cenotaph parade

Ipswich war memorial

The Glasgow wreath
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Lord Mayors Show on Saturday 14th
November.
The Association year will end on the
first Tuesday of December with a meeting
of the Executive committee to finalise
plans for next year’s events.
Already I can inform you that the
Ceilidh will be on Saturday 16th April
2016. Once again music will be provided
by the Dalcassion Scottish Country
Dance Band and our own Pipes and
Drums. Tickets are just £20pp (including
a buffet) and are now on sale from the
canteen or online from Martin Felstead at
mjfelstead99@gmail.com. Please support
this evening of traditional Scottish
entertainment, London Scottish style. As
always guests are most welcome. Why not
get up a table?
The Scottish Branch is holding their
annual lunch on Saturday 14th May 2016
at the National Piping Centre, Glasgow.
This year is the 80th anniversary of this
lunch and promises to be a special event.
Association members from South of the
Border are always welcome. Tickets from
Ken Duncan.
The Centenary of the Battle of the
Somme will be our main focus of attention
for 2016. The annual Association lunch
this year will be held on Saturday 2nd July
and will include a commemoration to the

Battle of the Somme. Arthur Fenwick will
circulate details in the very near future.
On the first Tuesday in July (5th) I am
delighted to announce that I have been
able to secure the services of the noted
military historian Bill McCormick (author
of the 56th Division at Gommecourt) who
will give a lecture on the subject at the
drill hall. All members of the Regimental
Family (serving coy, Association, Ps & Ds,
cadets etc.) are welcome. More on this
nearer the time.
And last but by no means least our
battlefield tour next year will be to
study our actions at Gommecourt
on the first day of the Somme, then
our involvement in the wider Somme
Campaign culminating in the capture of
Combles on 25th September 1916. We
will be travelling out on Thursday 22nd
September and returning Sunday 25th
September 2016. We will again be staying
at the Holiday Inn Express, Arras which is
a great location for exploring the historic
town of Arras in the evening. The cost of
the trip is £225 based on sharing a twin
bedded room. Places are already being
snapped up. If you want to come with us
for such a momentous anniversary please
contact me ASAP. A deposit of £100 (nonrefundable) is required to secure a place.
Before all this of course we have the

Association AGM in its traditional spot of
the First Tuesday in April, 5th April 2016.
The following new members have
joined the Association since the last
gazette: Peter Cook, Ade Cornell, Brenton
Johnston, Tsun Man Wilson Ma, Roderick
MacKay (Canada), James McDade,
Duggie Scott-Kerr, Robert Stanley, Ken
Thornton, Alison Wright (Hong Kong)
and from the serving coy Dylan HealeyReader, Jonathan Lister, Elias Orlowski
and Cameron Sumner. A warm welcome
is extended to all.
As you can see we continue to attract
members of the Association from across
the globe. From Down Under I recently
received the following communiqué from
Dr Iain Nicolson ‘Just to let you know
that I have been promoted to a Knight of
Grace in the Order. Gazetted last week.
Old comrade makes good!’
Finally it just remains to wish you and
your families a very Merry Christmas and
a Happy New Year
Yours aye
Steve Lovelock
Chairman – London Scottish
Regimental Association.
sdlovelock@googlemail.com
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were until the later years of the twentieth
century, in compartments connected
by a corridor. It seems not to have been
too crowded as John Bell and a sailor
were able to get a compartment to
themselves. They each took one side of
the compartment and lay down on the
cushions to try to get some sleep on the
long journey north.
Travelling in the next compartment
were two Belgian soldiers, a sailor
and Private William Cairns of the 9th
Seaforth Highlanders. The train set out
on its long journey north and Private
Cairns got into conversation with the
sailor and started explaining to him
the mechanism of his rifle. One of the
Belgian solders later said that he had
seen Private Cairns kneeling with his
rifle pointing to the cushions behind the
seats and with his finger on the trigger.
Shortly afterwards there was a loud
explosion as a shot was fired.
It is not known exactly where the
train was when the fatal shot was fired.
Apparently someone did look into the
compartment shortly afterwards but
concluded that both John Bell and the
sailor were fast asleep. When the train
was passing through Lamington, two
stations to the south of Carstairs it was
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realised that John Bell was dead. The
train continued to Carstairs where it
would have divided into two portions –
the front one going on to Glasgow and the
rear one to Edinburgh. When the train
arrived in Edinburgh, the Edinburgh
City Police removed the body to the
City Mortuary where it was examined by
Professors Harvey Littlejohn and Lorrain
Smith –the Professors respectively of
Forensic Medicine and Pathology of
the University of Edinburgh. The police
also located John’s family and one of
his brothers went to the City Mortuary
to identify him. On 10th November his
parents placed an announcement in the
Edinburgh Evening News to the effect
that the funeral would take place at the
Trinity United Presbyterian Church
(more correctly Wardie United Free
Church, now Wardie Parish Church) on
11th November at 3pm and then on to
Comely Bank Cemetery where we can
still see his gravestone.
Meantime Private William Cairns had
gone to visit his sister in Uddingston
in Lanarkshire. His leave was cut short
when the Lanarkshire Police turned up
at his sister’s house to arrest him. On
14th December 1915 he appeared in
the Lanark Sheriff Court on a charge of
culpable homicide.
He pleaded not guilty and his defence
was that the bullet that had caused
John Bell’s death was not fired from the
compartment that he was in and that
the cartridge that he had in his rifle had
been emptied of its explosive charge.
The two professors gave evidence to the
effect that the bullet had entered from
the front and exited from the back of
John Bell’s body.
It seemed to be assumed that John Bell
had been lying with his back against the
compartment wall and no-one seems
to have considered the possibility that
someone had moved him. After ten
minutes deliberation, the jury returned
a verdict of Not Proven, and Private
Cairns was free to return to the fighting.
So far as is known, the Police did not
investigate any alternative explanation
for John Bell’s death.
He is also commemorated on the War
Memorial of Wardie Parish Church.

London Scottish Regimental Association
BATTLE OF THE SOMME CENTENARY 1916 - 2016

ANNUAL REUNION LUNCHEON
Saturday 2nd July 2016
12:00 for 12:45pm
Regimental Headquarters
95, Horseferry Rd,
London SW1P 2DX
YOUR CHAIRMAN - Major Brian Welsh
YOUR PIPER
- Pipe Major Ian King
Four course meal with wine and beer (while it lasts!)
TICKETS ONLY £30 per person
Dress: Jacket/Blazer and Regimental Tie (LS, 51HD, Gordons etc.)
1) Application Forms must be received by 21st May 2016 at the very latest.
2) Tickets will not be issued.
3) Numbers are limited so it is first come first served – do not delay!
Mailing lists are always incomplete so please pass this on and check with your friends.

…………………………………………………………………………………………
Please complete all details below in capital letters.
Please reserve me ........ places @ £30 person £.................
Plus donation of
£.................
CHEQUE ENCLOSED FOR TOTAL £................

(payable to “LONDON SCOTTISH REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION”)

Name………………………………………......................................
Guest Name(s)..............................................................................
Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
……………………………………………………………………………….Post Code…………………………..
Tel……………………………………..Email………………………………………………………………............
Special Diet required……………………………………
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Private John Bell of the 14th
Battalion, London Regiment (London
Scottish) died on 7th November 1915,
aged 31 years.
His grave is one of 304 War Graves (of
both the First and Second World Wars)
in Comely Bank Cemetery. Many of the
servicemen and women who are buried
here would have died in one of several
local military hospitals. John Bell did
not, however, die in hospital or on the
battlefield – he was shot on the night
train from London to Edinburgh!
John Bell was a local lad who was born
at East Pilton in the Parish of Cramond.
The 1901 Census shows him as living
with his parents, Charles and Elizabeth
Bell at East Pilton Cottages on Crewe
Road. His father Charles was the Farm
Grieve (a supervisor or foreman) at
East Pilton Farm. John himself was
shown as being a baker – presumably an
apprentice baker as he was then only 15
years old. He seems to have had a later
change in occupation as according to
the Edinburgh Evening Dispatch of 9th
November 1915, he was, before enlisting
in the Army, a butler in the household of
a naval officer in the South of England.
On the evening of 6th of November
1915 he went to Euston Station in
London and joined the 11.30pm train to
Scotland. This train would have served
both Edinburgh and Glasgow – the train
would have been divided when it reached
Carstairs in Lanarkshire. He was going
on leave and had notified his family of
his impending arrival. His parents at
that time lived at 3 Wardie Steps. He
was probably planning on arrival in
Edinburgh at Princes Street Station to
take the first available train on the Leith
Branch of the Caledonian Railway to
Granton Road Station – which was only
a short distance from his parents’ home.
The Edinburgh newspapers reported
that he had a ticket to travel to Forfar
and was planning to go to Edzell. No
information has come to light about why
he was going to Edzell.
The train on which he travelled was
not some scruffy old troop train. It was
the regular night train to Scotland on
what is nowadays called the West Coast
Main Line. It was composed of modern
coaches arranged, as most British trains

✂

GRANTON WAR MEMORIAL - PTE JOHN BELL

Please return to:

Arthur Fenwick, 42 Hunloke Avenue, Eastbourne, East Sussex BN22 8UL
Tel. Home 01323 659432 Tel. Mobile 07941 454399
Email: arthur.fenwick@sky.com
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THE LONDON SCOTTISH

CEILIDH
REGIMENTAL ASSOCIATION

London Scottish
First World War

DALCASSIAN COUNTRY
DANCE BAND

100th anniversary statues.
The collection of WW1 London
Scottish Regiment cold cast bronze
figures to commemorate the centenary
of the start of hostilities in 1914.

THE LONDON SCOTTISH
PIPES AND DRUMS

All figures can have a base, with or
without an engraved plaque. They
can all be made in hall marked
silver plate. Call Laura on 0207 630
1639 at the Regimental office for
a quote.

HOT FOOD AND COLD BUFFET
CHEAP BAR
PRIZE RAFFLE

Saturday 16 April 2016 Tickets £20
On sale behind the bar at 95 or by post from Martin Felstead
email mjfelstead@gmail.com H. 01932 220295 M.07801 318078
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Officer WW1

Private WW1

51st Highland Div Palestine Jock
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One Hundred Years

A print of the Painting by Hadyn Cottam

Limited edition canvas print of

“The Stand of the London Scottish at Messines Ridge”

To commemorate the centenary of The Battle
of Messines a limited run of 50 A3 canvas
prints of the newly restored painting will
be produced.

In agreement with the Regimental Trustees and the Artist, three
proper Scottish Gentlemen from The Caledonian Society of
London have very generously had copies made of this evocative
painting, and have asked that ALL proceeds go to The London
Scottish Regimental Trust.

They are sized at A3 on an SRA3 canvas
with professional lightfast inks designed
not to fade even in direct sunlight.

The Regimental Shop has a limited number of these and is
selling them for the agreed price of £20.00 including postage.
Please make your payment to LSRT.

Price £45 inc. P&P
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Each canvas will have a numbered
certificate for authenticity.

email officelondonscot@googlemail.com
to order telephone 0207 630 1639 for
additional info
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ASSOCIATION TRIP TO LOOS
The morning of Friday 25th
September 2015 saw 47 members of
the Association including wives and
friends assemble at 95 ready to travel to
France for our annual battlefield tour.
The weather was good, the coach
was early, every one was present and
accounted for and all had valid passports.
What could go wrong? Well an incursion
of would be illegal immigrants at the
Channel Tunnel for a start. Having made
good time we found ourselves delayed at
the Folkestone terminal for 3 hours or
so. Fortunately the bars were open and
the time we would have spent in bars
in France had we got there on time was
instead spent drinking in Folkestone. We
were in good company with members
of the London Irish Rifles Association
similarly delayed. I’ve known worst ways
of passing the time.
Finally the indicator board informed
us it was time to get going and boarded
our coach and just made it to our hotel in
time to freshen up and spend the evening
in Arras. Helen and I had been invited
to the London Irish centenary dinner
commemorating Loos as their great
battle honour. Fortunately it was held in
the hotel next door and so we made it
in the nick of time. The evening was not
dissimilar to ours in Ypres the previous
year and a fine time was had by all. Their
famous football was on display. Back to
our hotel for a quick nightcap in the hotel
bar, a popular RVP for most of our party.
Saturday 26th September 2015 was
designated as the official centenary
anniversary of the battle and many
Regimental Associations had been
invited to participate in that day’s
programme of events. This meant an
early breakfast, as we had to be at the
British Military Cemetery in Loos for the
08.30 briefing. Before describing the days
events in detail a little background detail
to put the occasion in context.
The Battle of Loos had actually began
on the 25th September 1915 and raged
through till the 19th of October. However
the battle was effectively over after the
first 3 days though. At the time it was
the largest scale engagement of the Great
War. It was the first coordinated AngloFrench assault and the first ‘big push’
offensive by the British Army. It was the
first occasion of a prolonged, sustained

artillery bombardment and the first test
of the Army’s ability to plan, organise and
co-ordinate a major offensive. There was
however a serious shortage of munitions
for the British Army in 1915 and to
compensate, the controversial decision
was taken to use chlorine gas for the first
time; the Germans having already used it
earlier that year. 140 tons of chlorine gas
would therefore be discharged from 5000
cylinders.
The artillery bombardment began on
21st September 1915 and continued for
3 days. The assaulting battalions were
moved into position over the night of
23rd/24th September. By 0930 on the
25th September the town of Loos had
been captured and a 2-mile hole punched
in the German front line. However full
advantage was not taken of these early
gains. Much needed reserves were not
immediately available, the chlorine
gas drifted back over British lines and
troops were hampered by the early type
of issue gas mask (hood). The Germans
regrouped and counter attacked. The
British Army suffered 50,000 casualties
compared with 25,000 Germans. Of the
21,000 British soldiers killed, 8,550 lost
their lives on the first day. These were the
worst casualty figures for the BEF to date.
Of those casualties roughly a third were
Scots.
At Loos The 1st Bn London Scottish
(1/14 London Regiment) was still part
of the 1st Division. They were chosen
to form part of ‘Green’s Force’ with the
9th Kings Liverpool’s. At 0800 on 25th
September they moved forward and in
the early afternoon attacked the ‘Lone
Tree’ objective. During this action
600 Germans surrendered, fearing the
overall situation to be much worse than
it in fact was. Processing these prisoners
hampered the advance. At 1800 hrs. the
London Scottish joined the 2nd Brigade
at Loos Chalk Pit and held the position
overnight. By now Greens Force was less
than 400 men. On the 26th September
the London Scottish were ordered to
leave the Chalk Pit and return to the Lone
Tree. The battalion by now numbered less
than 300. They re-joined Greens Force
in reserve with A, B and C companies
moved to forward trenches. On the
27th September they re-joined the 1st
Brigade and spent the day under heavy
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enemy fire. They were finally relieved and
withdrawn to the Fosse Way trenches.
The 1st Bn London Scottish was finally
withdrawn from the battle area on 14th
October 1915. By then losses amounted
to 5 officers and 260 other ranks.
It was thus against the sobering
background of these very considerable
losses that we took our place in the
Loos British Military Cemetery for
the Drumhead Service and Act of
Remembrance. Over 300 persons
representing some 20 or so Regiments
lined up to form a hollow square.
Standard bearers formed their own file
flanking the Cross of Sacrifice, Tony
Rawlins once again bearing our standard.
Wreath layers formed up facing the cross.
The Revd. Jonathan Jennings, Padre of
the London Regiment, presided. VIPs
included the Mayor of Loos en Gohelle
and the British Military Attaché in
Paris. The honour of laying our wreath
was given to L/Cpl Dan Holborough,
one of 2 Association members from the
serving company on our trip (the other
was L/Cpl Scott Dingley). The Scottish
Parliament had arranged for a national
service of commemoration to be held in
Dundee on the same day in recognition
of the disproportionate Scottish losses at
Loos. Hence many Scottish Regimental
Associations had chosen to attend
the ceremony in Dundee instead.
Consequently one of our party, Bob
Harman, had been asked to lay a wreath
on behalf of the Gordons. Also present
were representatives of the Black Watch,
KOSB and HLI. Ironically the Black
Watch contingent was from Dundee.
Following the service and wreath
laying we were then formed up in parade
order behind the pipe band of the London
Irish to march to the Town Hall. As lead
organisers the London Irish, including
soldiers from ‘D’ Coy LONDONS and a
very strong LIR Association contingent,
were the lead unit. We were afforded the
privilege of being 2nd in line with Tony
Rawlins and the standard, flanked by L/
Cpls Dingley and Holborough, at the
head of our contingent. The parade then
marched off to the Loos Peace Memorial
for a joint memorial service. From there
the parade continued to the house of
‘Emilienne Moreau’ where a plaque to
her memory was unveiled. We were told

Association members forming up in Loos Cemetery
about the life of this remarkable lady who,
as a young girl living in Loos in 1915, had
given help and aid to wounded British
troops and continued to be a thorn in
the Germans side throughout the war.
She reappeared in the Second World
War as a leading figure in the French
Resistance and miraculously survived
to be honoured by both the French and
British Governments. The parade then
moved on the very short distance to the
Town Hall where a civic reception had
been planned.
Due to the very large number of
veterans in attendance it had been
decided to move the reception to
the local sports hall half a mile away.
Unfortunately no one had told us. Whilst
trying to establish what was happening
some made themselves so comfortable
in local hostelries that they stayed there.
Those of us who did move on to the
sports hall were rewarded with copious
amounts of free champagne, wine and
sandwiches. The mayor of Loos–en–
Gohelle gave a fine speech followed by
the exchange of pleasantries and gifts. I
had been informed of this prior to the
trip so armed myself with the customary
Hodden Grey and Regimental Plaque. I

was however brought down to earth by
the revelation that most Associations
were not making a presentation but I
could however follow the London Irish
and The Rifles (representing several
antecedent Regiments). I wished the
ground would swallow me up as I saw
the Irish were presenting a fine framed
painting of the battle and the Rifles
representative was bearing a magnificent
silver plated bugle to present. I need not
have worried however as the Mayor’s eyes
lit up when he saw the whisky and made
more mention of this than the other gifts.
Job done!
Having had plentiful refreshment
we then regrouped in the square ready
to board the coach for the real start
of our battlefield tour. Once again we
were in the more than capable hands
of our trusted military tour guide, old
friend and fellow Association member
Lt. Col Peter McLelland OBE. Peter
and I had spent many hours over many
months discussing an appropriate
itinerary and his painstaking research
certainly paid dividends. First stop was
to be the summit of the double crassiers
overlooking Loos. Crassiers is the French
word for slagheap. Only the French could

make an eye sore sound attractive. In
1915 the Loos/Lens area was a key coalmining region of northern France. The
slag heaps were the dominant feature for
miles around and thus of great strategic
importance and readily identifiable by
all troops on the ground. It is now a
popular weekend venue for hill walkers
however vehicular access is restricted
by a locked gate. Fortunately, through
our contacts in the Town Hall, Peter
had negotiated permission for us to take
the coach up the narrow access road to
the top. Not only this but the keeper of
the key was the museum curator (name
escapes me sorry!) who kindly offered
to come with us. Our intrepid driver
Stuart, who had driven us last year,
skilfully negotiated the steep, winding
road and we got to the top to be rewarded
with magnificent sweeping views of the
battlefield. From here Peter, ably assisted
by the curator, was able to launch into
his account and point out the locations
which had previously been just names on
the printed page. The battle in overview
explained we returned to the coach for
the return to our hotel. Fortunately I
had an additional bottle of Hodden Grey
on board so we were able to thank the
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curator in fitting style.
Our hotel was well situated being
just a short walk from the historic and
beautiful centre of Arras with a host
of bars and restaurants in and around
the main square (Place de Heros), a
UNESCO world heritage site. Suitably
fed most of us had decided to rendezvous
in a large hostelry in the square in time
to watch the much heralded Rugby
World Cup match between England and
Wales. Anglo hopes dashed in 80 minutes
the remainder of the evening was spent
drowning sorrows apart from Mr and
Mrs Pudney whose true colours were
revealed.
No rest for the wicked, nor for London
Scots on tour. Our busy schedule meant
another early breakfast on Sunday
morning so we could check out of the
hotel, load cases onto the coach and get
on our way in time to fit as much in as
possible. Our first stop was our most
important. A visit to Dud Corner British
Military Cemetery for our own private

act of remembrance to our fallen. Dud
Corner is the main cemetery for most
of those killed in the battle and we
found several London Scottish graves.
Surrounding the cemetery on three sides
is the Loos Memorial bearing the names
of 20,000 men who died in that area
during the Great War for whom there is
no known grave. 14,000 of those names
were killed in the Battle of Loos in 1915,
6,500 on the first day. We identified
the London Scottish panel and held our
own Act of Remembrance in front of it.
Martin Felstead, Association Honorary
Secretary, lay our Regimental Wreath,
Brian Welsh read the Regimental Collect
and I recited the exhortation whilst Piper
Callum Young played the lament. Martin’s
great uncle, Frank Maker, was killed on
the 29th September 1915 fighting with
the 4th Grenadier Guards. It was his first
day of action. A very poignant moment
for Martin, as indeed it was for all of us.
The panel bearing the many names of
the Gordon Highlanders killed at Loos

was just a short distance away so we
regrouped there whilst our former PSI,
Ian (Yogi) Burnett, laid the Gordon’s
wreath with Bob Harman reciting the
Gordon Highlanders Regimental Collect.
After the lament Callum gave a stirring
rendition of Cock of the North.
Our Acts of Remembrance complete
we just had enough time to meet with
Mark Randall and his compatriots
from the Great War Society dressed
in the uniform of the period. It was an
opportunity to feel the weight of the kit
and rifle and put on the ghastly early
gas mask. We then boarded the coach
for Peter to continue our battlefield tour
which took us to the locations of the
Lone Tree and Chalk Pit, so significant to
our Regimental history. We also visited
St. Mary’s ADS cemetery to hear about
the grave of Rudyard Kipling’s son Jack,
killed at Loos aged just 18 whilst serving
in the Irish Guards. We then went to
Quarry Cemetery, Vermelles to see
the grave of the Queen Mother’s elder

Association party after the parade

Lt. Col. Peter McLelland explaining the battle from the top of the crassier to an attentive audience.
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L/Cpl Dan Holbrough and Bob Harman prior to wreath laying in Loos Cemetery
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brother, Captain Fergus Bowes – Lyon,
who was killed at Loos fighting with
the 8th Black Watch. His headstone is
marked with the words ’buried near this
spot’ the exact location of the grave in the
cemetery being uncertain.
As we were not sure when or where
we would be able to stop I had taken the
precaution of ordering packed lunches
from the hotel and these were consumed
as we travelled around. However as
luck would have it Peter found a local
flying club and assured them that, as
coach parties go, we were fully house
trained. We were thus admitted, on the
understanding we would congregate in
the back room and not interfere with
their busy lunch time trade at the bar.
A mass order was thus taken with beers
proving more popular than coffee or tea,
4th place going to the sole coke ordered.
Suitably refreshed and back on the
coach Peter concluded his account as
we drove north to the Channel Tunnel.
Fortunately Friday’s problems were
no longer evident and we got back
without further delay. Goodbyes said
at Horseferry Road we all went our
respective ways home with heads full of
so many memories. A truly memorable
weekend with all objectives achieved. As
the second largest Association party out
there on the Saturday I think we had done
justice to the memories of our gallant
lads. Our private acts of remembrance
on Sunday were further testament to our
proud boast that ‘We Will Remember
Them’.
My thanks again to Peter McLelland
who is simply first class in every respect
and also to our driver Stuart for whom
nothing was too difficult. Thanks also to
Callum Young whose piping was superb
throughout and who looked immaculate
in full Hodden Grey.
Already I am well advanced in arranging
next years pilgrimage to commemorate
the Centenary of our engagement in the
Battle of The Somme. Our losses in that
campaign were the greatest of all and it
is appropriate that we remember them in
correct fashion. Peter has again agreed to
be our guide and we have the same hotel
and coach company already secured.
Places are booking fast so if you want to
join us contact me soonest.
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Private B. Welsh c.1915.

Strike Sure
Steve Lovelock
Chairman – London Scottish
Regimental Association.

Drumhead Service in Loos Cemetery, wreath layers in front of the Sword of
Sacrifice, flanked by standard bearers (Tony 1st on left of cross)
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The 126th installation meeting of the
regimental lodge took place at Mumbai
Square on the 28TH May 2015, W.Bro
Murdo Durrant as Installing Master.
W.Bro Jim Nicholson was duly installed
as master of the lodge.
Twenty four members and seventeen
guests attended the meeting, one of
the largest for some time. Four joining
members were elected to the lodge and
welcomed by the worshipful master,
they being W.Bro George Spencer, Bro
Daniel Spencer, Bro Emil Tronick and
Bro Alan Collingham.
At the festive board W.Bro Durrant
spoke at length on the interesting
life of the newly installed master.
W.Bro Jim was born in 1930 in Forres,
Morayshire, he was was awarded the
defence medal for his work as a boy
scout messenger with the civil defence
corps, an extremely unusual event. In
1947 he joined the Scots Guards having
done an apprenticeship as a funeral
director.
He served three years with the Scots
Guards in Palestine and Egypt before
leaving the army in 1950. Finding civie
street not to his liking he re-joined in
1951, this time as a sergeant Instructor
in the REME. In 1955 he transferred to
the Military Provest Staff continuing to
serve until 1972. During this time he
served in Hon Kong, twice in Malaya,
Singapore and Kenya, in addition to
the UK. He was awarded a G.S.M. with
two bars for Palestine and Malaya,
Sultan of Brunei’s medal for service
in Malaya, in addition to the defence
medal.
In 1958 he married the daughter of
the RSM of the Royal Scots and has
two sons and two daughters. In 1972
he retired from the army and joined
the MOD police spending most of his
ten years police service as the beat
officer for Colchester garrison. 1982
saw another change of direction with
him leaving the police and working at
a bank in Colchester until he retired in
1982 at the age of 60.
He Joined St Johns Lodge No 37
(one of the oldest in Scotland) in 1962,
later joining Blackwater lodge in Essex
where he was master in 1990. In 2009

W.Bro Jim Nicholson (Master), Bro Dan Holbrough (newest member), W.Bro
Murdo Durrant (Installing Master)
his wife having died he was admitted
into the Royal Hospital Chelsea. There
he met Don Hossack, who came fro
a town close to Forres, Don being
a member of the regimental lodge
introduced W.Bro Jim in 2010 and he
made it his ambition to go through
the chair as master of the lodge. It is
probably a first to have an 85 year old
Chelsea pensioner installed as master
of a lodge, and it was wonderful to
see five other in-patients of the Royal
Hospital at the installation, including

our other ‘home grown’ in-patient
W.Bro Ron Catlin.
The first job of our new master will
be to raise Bro ‘OO’ at the November
meeting, and there is plenty of work
to come with three ex-London Scots
waiting to be initiated and another
applying for membership as a joining
member, keeping the lodge firmly
London Scottish.
One of the two main tenants of
freemasonry is charity and it worth
mentioning that in the last two years
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the regimental lodge has allocated
over £10,000 to charity. £7,000 of
which has gone to the very successful
Metropolitan Grand Lodge appeal
to raise £2,000,000 for a second air
ambulance for London, giving the
lodge Grand Patron status, a great
achievement for a lodge with less than
forty members.
The master and all members would
like to wish our newest brother, Dan
Holborough a long and happy marriage
and wish him well as he joins the Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards, hopefully we
will see him again!
W.Bro Nicholson appointed the
following officer of the lodge for the

next year:
I.P.M. W.Bro Murdo Durrant
Senior warden Bro Alex McBride
Junior Warden Bro Martin Felstead
Chaplin W.Bro Chris Perryman
Treasurer W.Bro Tony Rawlins
Secretary W.Bro Steve Lovelock
Director of Ceremonies W.Bro Doug
McQuaid
Almoner & Mentor W.Bro Barry
Rayner
Charity Steward & Hon. Piper W.Bro
Gary Anderson
Junior Deacon Bro Jason Harryman
Asst. Treasurer & Organist W.Bro
David James
Senior Steward Bro Dave Sheehan

Stewards
Bro Callum-Murdo Durrant
Bro Chris French
Bro Ola Oyalegan
Bro Simon Kielty
Bro Dan Holborough
Bro John Stevens
Tyler W.Bro David Chamberlain
If any member of the regiment
serving or retired wishes to know more
about the regimental lodge please
speak to any member of the lodge at
the Lodge of Instruction at RHQ on a
Thursday evening or approach any of
the officers on a first Tuesday.
W.Bro Plod

REGIMENTAL GOLF SOCIETY
The Autumn meeting of the
Regimental Golf Society was held at The
London Scottish Golf Club, Wimbledon
Common on Friday 16th October 2015.
12 Golfers turned out for the day.
After coffee and bacon rolls the golfers
competed in a friendly 9-hole Stableford
competition, won by Stewart Petty with
17 points. Runner up on 16 points was
Dave Shannon, a member of the London
Scottish Golf Club, whose father-in-law
had served in the Regiment during the
Second World War.
After lunch 6 pairs took to the fairways
for the annual Autumn Foursomes

competition. The overall competition was
won by guests Frank Langton and Bernie
Duffy on 37 points with the runners up
spot being claimed by former Golf Club
captain John Downs, partnered by our
own Society captain Stewart Petty. The
top Regimental pairing was Stephen Hill
and Steve Lovelock on 34 points.
The golf was then followed by the AGM.
David Walker was appointed Captain
for 2016 with Steve Lovelock his vicecaptain. Bill Foster was elected Honorary
Secretary of the Society and Stephen Hill
elected Hon, Assistant Secretary.
The meeting being concluded thanks

were given to Stewart Petty for his
excellent year as Captain and to Steve
Lovelock for organising the day. Stewart’s
final duty of the year was to present the
prizes before all sat down to a fine meal.
Whilst this year saw a good turn out
of members, especially for the Challenge
Match against the Club in July to mark
their formation by the Regiment 150
years ago, we could still do with some new
members. No matter what your standard
you will be assured of a great day out.
Yours aye
Steve Lovelock

Regimental Lodge members prior to The 2015 Installation meeting

GLENWORPLE HIGHLANDERS AUTUMN DINNER 2015
The Autumn Dinner of the Society
was held at Headquarters on Monday
26th October 2015.
Those present were J.A.Clemence,
A.C.Morris, G.C.Kellas, R.D.Holliday,
C.Granger, J.F.J.Spoore, P.J.Layden,
I.L.King, M.V.Ormiston, M.D.Randall,
J.F.Hudson,
M.P.Durrant,
C.R.E.
Dobney, R.S.Younger, B. Alderson and
A.D.Parsons
Apologies were received from
W.J.B Anderson, W.B.Campbell, S.H.
Henwood, B.D.Welsh, S.D.Lovelock,
R.R.Wirgman, R.G.Skilling, D.R.L.
James, M.J.Felstead, G.H.Dickman,
P.Brodie-Fraser and P.J.McLucas.
G.C.Kellas was chairman. A very
tasty meal was provided. A.D.Parsons
provided
an
excellent
Musical
Interlude.
The date for the Dinner had
been fixed because it was the 50th

Anniversary of J.A.Clemence being
elected a Member of the Society and he
had provided wine in such profusion
that there was some left over for
another dinner.
G.C.Kellas spoke of his many
services to the Regiment and the
Society
and
J.A.Clemence
was
presented with an engraved glass bowl.
He reminisced about his early days in
the Society and circulated minutes of
the Autumn Dinner 1965. It was noted
that the dinner cost was 22/6 and the
subscription £1.
He said that the Society was for old
friends to meet up and have some fun
at each other’s expense particularly the
Honorary Secretary. He also noticed
that the omens were not good because
of the previous 7 members of the
Society who had reached this landmark
only one had made it past 54 years. Of
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the eight 3 had served as Honorary
Secretary, H.Buchanan for 44 years,
A.F.Niekirk for 25 years and himself for
19 years – 88 years out of the 103 years
since the Society had been founded.
He had also found that he had
attended 85 out of the possible 100
since he joined. He thanked the
members for their generous gift and
wished that there would be many more
years of fun and friendship.
A.D.Parsons
proposed
the
Customary Vote of Thanks and
C.Granger proposed the health of the
Chairman.
The Spring Dinner 2016 would be
on Wednesday 16th March 2016.
The Autumn Dinner 2016 would be
on Wednesday 12th October 2016

Captain for the year Stewart Petty presents the Autumn Foursomes trophy to Stephen Hill and Steve Lovelock
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OBITUARIES
CAPTAIN HECTOR LESLIE
ROBINSON
We are sad to report that Hector died
in Aberfeldy Community Hospital on
28th July 2015 aged 97.
He was one of the last few WW11
survivors. He was admitted there last
January when finding it hard to manage
on his own at home. He was well cared
for and his last lucid moments regaled
the nurses with tales from his long life.
During this time he was visited regularly
by Evelyn Wood, a distant relative, and
her husband George. She wrote regularly
to his friends with updates on Hector.
When Hector died she wrote:
‘ So a family chapter comes to a close.
Hector was the last of that generation. We
will remember him and his stories and we
have taken his father’s and grandfather’s
medals from his house. They will form
part of an exhibition here in Aberdeen.
They will never be sold. We hope that
Hector would be pleased. Death brings
sadness but is also brings release and we
are all relieved that Hector’s final battle
has been won. He is at peace now and he
leaves us with our memories.
There is to be no funeral, but Iain is
coming for the internment and we will
be with him to place on the grave the
London Scottish wreath that we have
here’
Hector generously presented his own
medals to the Regiment and they are on
display in the Museum.
The first mention of Hector in the
Gazette was in June 1938, when he came
third in the 220yds at ‘B’ Coy Sports
Day. He attended various shooting
competitions and there was a photograph
of him as a member of the water polo
team in 1940 with Jack Duncan (later
DCM). The team were comprehensive
winners of the 168 Brigade competition.
He was promoted L/Sgt in 1942, and
Sergeant later in the same year. He
served with the 1st Bn and took part in
the invasion of Sicily in July 1943 and
mainland Italy. He was commissioned
in Italy 1944 and was posted to ‘C’ Coy
and very soon became transport officer.
He took part in the Anzio landing and
bridgehead in February 1944. Sgt Robert
Souter was transport sergeant and
Hector always thought that he had been
the last one to speak to Souter before
he went out on his final patrol in the
Anzio beachhead and was captured. In
September 1943 Hector was wounded in
the action against the Gothic Line. He

died.
He attended the 1/51 Highland
Volunteers Colours Presentation in
Perth 1986, and in 1993 he went on
the Regimental pilgrimage to Italy, and
wrote a very full report n the Gazette. In
Italy he met up again with his old water
polo colleague Jack Duncan and early
one morning they and Colin Duff played
in the pool of the hotel in Gaeta – with a

ball they had found.
Even when travel became too much
for him he always sent Greetings to the
Hallowe’en Reunion. John Clemence
recalls the interest he took in the
production of the Souter book providing
some anecdotal material, and was in the
habit of phoning on a Sunday afternoon
– ‘Is that you, Colonel? ‘ he would ask in
stentorian tones. By all accounts Hector

was able to ruffle feathers but deep down
he was a gentle man with a heart of gold
and a fondness for and loyalty to the
Regiment second to none.
He never gave up on us in 77 years –
quite a record. It was a privilege to have
known him.
Alan Morris, with kind assistance
from John Clemence.

Since submitting the above I have
received from George Wood, Hector’s
‘auto-obituary’.
Regretfully,
space
precludes me from submitting it in
full, so I have selected paragraphs of
particular interest.
July ’42:’I was detailed to precede the
Bn. overseas to accompany the fighting
vehicles and essential transport by
cargo ship, embarking at Faslane for
an unknown destination. After three
months we anchored in the Great
Bitter Lake; part of the Suez Canal.
That night the sky was alight with gun
flashes and the sound of a large artillery
bombardment. Little did we know that
this was the start of the decisive Battle of
El Alamein’
And later: ‘I was put in charge of a
Battalion Group consisting of 6 solo m/
cs, 4 m/c combinations and two trucks to
join a Divisional convoy to Iraq. As there
were only 5 who could ride solo I rode
the 6th. The 2000 mile journey through
Sinai, Palestine, Trans Jordan, much of
it across desert with no roads, took two
weeks. We travelled in an independent
group and were the only one to reach

Kirkuk with all our vehicles in running
order’.
Sicily: ’Before the 1st Bn. attack over
the Catania Plain I was sent forward in
daylight in command of two sections of
Carriers, supported by three Sherman
Tanks, to probe, under orders that if we
were fired on , not to retaliate or become
involved, but to retire. We were subjected
to automatic fire and withdrew, having
established that the Germans were
still occupying the position. I reported
accordingly and at no time did I indicate
the position was ‘lightly held’ as has
been stated elsewhere. Page 84 of the
Regimental History confirms this’.
Much later on the Gothic Line: ‘......a
shell from a German 210 hit the roof of
the building and I found myself one of
the casualties and evacuated to hospital
in the South. Later, I discharged myself
and hitch-hiked my way up the coast to
rejoin the Bt. At Porto San Georgio’.
Later still: ‘I was wounded a second
time when my Platoon was attacking a
German strongpoint on 22 12 ‘44, and
after lying on the battlefield for 5 and a
half hours, was found by a patrol. After

two months in hospital, followed by
convalescence, I was down-graded and
unable to continue as a front line soldier’.
‘After a period posted to 8th Army
HQ, the war came to an end with Europe.
Next call was to the Military Hospital in
Florence when a helpful South African
Medical Officer agreed to sign a form
updating me to ‘A’ status, saying that
as he was due to return home from the
Army, they would n’t be able to catch
up with him. Armed with this I sent a
message to 1st Battalion Adjutant who
replied ‘We have applied for you. Make
your own way back’.
Six months later: ‘Army Records
discovered I had been unofficially
upgraded. The Chairman of the Medical
Board announced that I would have to
be down graded, but added, with a smile,
that as the war was over I could stay with
my Battalion. Mission accomplished.
I was demobolised in 1946 but my
disability prevented me from joining the
reformed 1st Bn. in 1947’

PHILIP MASON-PAY

was eventually demobilised in 1946.
He and his wife Louise resided for
some years at West Moseley, Surrey and
he was a frequent visitor to Headquarters
to donate items to both the Museum
and the Library. On one of the visits he
brought his son Iain for a conducted tour
of ‘59’.
He always took great interest in
Regimental matters, and was Vice
Chairman of the Regimental Association
from 1978 to 1983, a Committee member,
and Vice Chairman of the Benevolent
Fund for over a decade. He also served
as secretary of ‘S’ company Association.
He moved north to Aberfeldy in 1982
to work for Baxter’s (soups etc.) and
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retired as Chairman of the Hallowe’en
Committee after more than ten years. For
this and other services to the Regiment he
was presented with a cut glass decanter at
the Reunion in 1982.
He did not allow his distance to stop
him being a regular contributor to the
Gazette, writing on such varied subjects
as ‘Life in a Bungalow’, ‘Cadet Waiters
at Hallowe’en’, ‘A Scottish March’, ‘Pipe
Tunes’, ‘Reunions’, ‘Anzio’, and ‘Daffodils’.
His
contributions
were
without
exception interesting and even when
critical always constructive.
Louise died of a severe stroke in1993,
but he continued to live in the house in
Duntaylor Avenue until shortly before he

It is with deep regret that we have
to inform you of the death of Philip
Mason- Pay at the age of 93, on 28th
March 2015 in Welwyn Garden City,
Hertfordshire.
Philip joined the London Scottish
in 1938 and went to the 2nd Bn. He
transferred to the RAOC in September
1943, (probably on being commissioned
though there is no archival material
available to confirm).
He was a life long member of the
Regimental Association, and retained
his membership right up until his death.
We send our deepest condolences to his
widow.

Quite a record.
Alan Morris

JOHN GLEN BRODIE 1934-2015
Glen Brodie, who died in March, served as an officer in Support Company in the post
war 1st Bn. between 1956 and 58. He was born in Calcutta and was brought home to be
educated at Ardvreck in Crieff and then Fettes in Edinburgh.
Glen went straight from school to National Service in 1953, initially in the ranks of
the Black Watch and later as a 2nd Lieutenant in the Gordon Highlanders. Following
National Service he joined the Scottish in 1956, first in the Assault Pioneer platoon and
then in the MMG platoon. He attended camps in Dibgate (‘56) Fingringhoe (‘57) and
the Scottish march of ’58. A business move to India ended his TA service in 1959. He
featured in the battalion rugby sides that also included Tom Hutson, Alan Niekirk, Alan
Bovington, Colin Turnbull and the British Lion DWC ‘Doug’ Smith.
In civilian life Glen worked for Stewarts and Lloyds in a career which took him to exotic
locations such as India, Singapore and Birmingham.
Returning to the UK he made his home in the Dorking area and was a stalwart of Dorking
RFC. He married the former Jennie Shearing in 1964 and leaves his wife, children Katie
and Neil and two grandchildren. A London Scottish Piper played at his memorial service
at the very full St.John the Baptist Church in Capel in March.

Alan Morris

Submissions for the April Gazette should be sent in by the
15 March 2016 for inclusion. All submissions are gratefully accepted.
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